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Pro Enforcement fn
Chicago Is a 'Joke'
Fitzmorris Asserts
Federal Officials Start An
, Investigation of Police De- partment, As a Result of
Chief's Appeal.
HALF OF POLICEMEN
SAYS
BOOTLEGGERS,

Indictments
of At Least
Seven Members of the
Force, Four of the Com- '
manders, Expected.
lb

Associated PieM.)
Sept. 25. Federal

fAPPEAL

TO CHIEF OF
POLICE TO PROTECT
, HONEST HOLD UP MEN

ARBUGKLE PARTY
TO BE TOLD
HEARING T

1

Evanston, 111., Sept. 25. Police protection for "Honest, hard
men," is asked
working hold-u- p
in a letter received today by
RELATIVESCALL ON
Chief of Police C. W. Leggett
H61d-Up
"CUSED COMEDIAN
and signed simply "A
Man."
"Two nights ago I prepared to
Def
Has Not Indicated
g
hold up a
fellow,"
the letter said, "but he kicked
Is to Combat the
me in the stomach, took my gun
away from me and beat me. It
timony Already Offer-B- y
people being held up continue to
Prosecution,
act that way I will have to go
into some other business."
'
C , (By The Associated Tress.)
Chief Leggett announced-tha- t
an Francisco, Calif., Sept. 25.
men will '
"if Evanston's hold-u- p
.scoe C. "Arbuckle, film comedian
let me know of each content"
Ziarged with murdering Miss Viradvance, I will see that a police
adanve, I will see that a polic
motion picture actress,
man is sent to give protectlo.. ginia Rappe,
i(Rnftnt A. mitot Klinrinv (n 4nt1 whllA
to his victim."
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BY HARDING WILL MEET TODAY

WITH

50 DELEGATES

PRESENT

Most of the "Key" Trades Will Be Represented; First Duty Of the Conference Will Be to
Determine Unemployment Needs and to
.Recommend
Emergency Measures.
,
(BY THE ASM.i
Washington, Sopt. 25. The na
tional unemployment
conference
summoned by President Harding
will assemble tomorrow. Comprising half a hundred representatives
from most of the "key" trades,

,

WEATHER
THE FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 25. New
Mexico!- Fair Monday; warmer extreme east portion; Tuesday, fair;
cooler east portion.
. Arizona: Fair Mondayfend Tuesday; not much change in tempera-

ture.

,

LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
tours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
79
Highest temperature ,
68
Lowest,

Range',

21

Mean .
Humidity at 6 a. m
Humidity at S p.
Precipitation . ,
Maximum wind velocity.
Direction of wind.
Character o( day..,

'08

m.........

....

00
64

None
28

..South
..Clear

I.U'ED PRESS.)
members of the conference were
selected, it was said, for theif
knowledge of conditions.
The first duty of the conference
will be to determine employment
needs and to recommend to the
administration
emergency measures for mitigating the situation as
found tc exist, before winter begins, officials said.
With the immediate problem of
work distribution solved, according
to administration officials, tha conference will take up the formulation of a permanent policy for
whercombating
unemployment
ever a serious situation may arise
and suggest methods for hastening
the return to1 normal, of commerce
and business.
The conference Is
to be formally opened by President
Harding with an address of welcome. Secretary
Hoover, chairman of the conference. Is to lay
before the conferees
suggestions
for efficient organization.
FALL TO VISIT DENVER.
Denvnr. Coin aAn oz l:
tary of tha Interior Aibert B. Fall.
wnu is on an inspection trip
through this section, spent today in
F.stes Park, f'nln n.liv.
r
Mather, director or national parks.
The secretary will be In Denver

oiw

CONFERENCE fill
IRISH PROBLEM
Several Members of the Brih
ish Cabinet Have Not Yet
Conveyed Their Views to
Lloyd George,
DISTURBINGREPORTS
COME FROM IRELAND
New

II

CLASH

mitted By Black and Tans
Cork and Elsewhere.

:

OVER

BILL

Pre-vos-

er

WIFE

ifHHEST

partment.
"An age limit should be fixed by
(Bj The Associated tress.)
law at 21 years, and an examinaLos Angeles. Calif., Sept. 25.
tion to prove qualifications of apdriver brougnt
Every automobile
for operators' licenses
into the court of Judge J. B. Cox of plicants

FORMER

,

MEW AMENDMENT

SERVICE

IVIAN

IS

Santa Ana, accused of driving more should be held."
than fifty miles an hour, will go to
jail without alternative of paying MISS MILDRED HANAN
SUNDAY
a fine, the judge publicly announcTO
SUCCUMBS TO WOUNDS
ed in an address before the Lions
club here. He recently sentenced
a motion picture actress to a jail
(Br The Associated Frees.)
By Drinkjng
sentence for violating traffic laws.
New York, Sept. 25. Miss Mi- Ends
All
Demand That
"California issues 600,000 auto- ldred Hanan, daughter of the late
Legal
at Rooming
Strychnine
licenses a year, which per- Alfred P. Hanan, shoe manufacor Inequalities On mobile
mits two operators for each ma- turer, died early today without
House; Said Husband Failhaving advanced any explanation
Account of Sex or Mar- chine," he eaid.. "This gives us as
ed to Treat Her Right.
to why she had been shot Friday
1,200,000 operators. Of this army
SO per cent are
Removed.
Be
blind
by her erstwhile chum, Mrs. Grace
incompetent,
riage,
Mrs. Virginia Jones, wife of a
or deaf, children or women; 40 per Laws, who later committed
cent do not know anything about a
vocational training student here,
(By Ths Associated Press.)
William Jones, committed suicide
Washington, Sept. 25. A woman's "bill of rights" proposed for
yesterday afternoon by drinking a
enactment by the federal and all
strychnine solution. She took tho
state governments to remove legal
discriminations
poison at about 5 o'clock and died
against women,
was outlined today in a statement
at 6:10.
We arc reproducing, on another page, the full text of the amend,
by the national woman's party.
at thn
Tho suicide occurred
ed conipluint of J. M. Itaynolds vs. The Jo :rnal and its publisher.
program Includes a new
Woodworth rooms, 310 South Third
When the amended complaint in the case of A. B. McMillen vs. the
amendment,' declaring
"no political,' civil, or legal disabilsnmo defendants Is filed i.i the next day or two, as we are sure It will street, where slie had been emities or inequalities on account of
ployed. People there testified that
be, we will publish Its text In full also. We want the public fully Inher sex, or on account of marshe had been an excellent worker
formed on tho merits of this litigation.
riage" shall prevail, together with
The Journal wishes it distinctly understood that It thinks well and had been well liked,.
t
a bill to give women the same of Marron and Wood, attorneys, who have been employed by Mr.
Her husband was with her shortrights, privileges and Immunities
caws.
Their employment Is very ly after she had taken the poison.
Reynolds and Mr. McMillen In these
as men.
When he became acquainted with
significant. A few years axo they were the victims of the same InIt was announced that the profluences which now arc seeking to oppress the Journal. As a result
the fact, he called for help, statins
posed amendment would' be introwere humiliated by suspension from the practice of the luw for that his wife had attempted to kill
they
duced in congress October 1, and
a considers bin period or time. Mr. McMillen, with a show of superherself.
Attendants Ireport that
that copies of the new bill had ior virtue, pronounced
them unfit to practice at the bar. He has she cried as she was dying:
been sent all state chairmen of the been their
y
lias viewed them, from his lofty pedes"I'm
not
and
going to live. I don't
woman's party, except Wisconsin,
tal of
with condescending disdain. Now, In his want to live. My husband doesn't
which has enacted the law.
'
treat me right."
Jxtremity, he employs them.
Women would have the right, on
Has Mr. Mc.Mlllen's opinion of these gentleman changed? Does
There was no other explanation
marriage, to choose their names
ho
believe
have
that they
repented of the alleged evil pruct.'ws with of her act.
and have equal voice In tha custonow
ho
which
are
OrTloes
feel
ami
that
Physicians were unable to prethem,
he
worthy?
dy of their children, legitimate or ho Is now charged In an
although part of
engaged
enterprise which befits his low estimate of vent tier death,
illegitimate, under the proposed
their character und integrity? Docs he feel that he needs men whom the poison was removed from her
new bill.
at a local hosdied
She
ho believes to bo unscrupulous to aid him in his present purposes?.
system.
Other legal rights proposed in
Strong Brothers were placed
Again wc say that wc think exceedingly well of Marron mid pital.
elude:
in charge of the remains.
Wood. We do not share Mr. McMillen'; contempt for their integrity.
Suffrage, eligibility for all of'
Information .of tho death was
flees; freedom of contract; choice' Hut, after his known public denunciation of them as morally unfit,
sent
to relatives last evening and
how great must be the extremity to which ho is reduced that he will
of domicile; residence or name;
mother of Mr. Jones has
humiliate i.ls proud ana
conspirit, by employing them as the
jury service) acquisition ana
The forchief counsel for ilniself and Mr. Raynolds. What a victory for started for Albuquerque.
trol of property; control of labor
Marron and Wood! How their souls must have exulted to find thc.'r mer home of the couple was in
and earnings; eligibility for fidu.
Maryland.
enemy, once powerful enough to humiliate them, bending bis knee
ciary positions; equality In grounds
for divorce and immunities
and In abject surrender.
The complaint of Mr. Raynolds will reveal to the reader, the
FINAL ATTACK ON THE
penalties for ex offenses.
All common law disabilities ' of enterprise uikmi which these gentlemen havo embarked. As tho
BATTLESHIP ALABAMA
woman would ba abrogated.
amend ;d complaint now stands It apparently is an effort to bring the
Journal to the bar of the court, for all that it has said against the
MAY BE MADE TONIGHT
gang which has oppressed and robbed and retarded New Mexico for
2 ARE HURT IN CLASH
.
twenty years: It is no longer a specific grievance of Mr. Raynolds
(Br Th AsMiclnted Press.)
BETWEEN POLICE AND
for specific remarks but a general movement to put an effective stop,
Norfolk, V., Sept. 25. The final
intimidation
to
vicious
all
which
talk
about
bus
the
system
GEORGIA U. STUDENTS through
attack on the old battleship Alaruled the state.
battered to the water's edge
Mr. Raynolds and Mr. McMillen have "tnrtod on the job of curb-In- g bama,
by the rain of bombs from army
(B The. Associated Press.)
freedom of tho press In New Mexico. They have mndo their airplanes,
the
probably will be made
Athens, da.. Sept. 25. Authori
pleadings to cover nearly a year's tlmo of editorial utterances.
tomorrow night, according to offities tonight were investigating the
Incan
recover
a
that
not
Knowing
they
judgment against us, they
cers at Langley field.
shooting of E. L. Strange and an
tend to make tho suit cover so wide a range that it will require weeks
on the batFire broke out
other young man named Stevens,
to try it, thereby costing the Journal more than It can afford to pay, tleship, presumablytodayas an afterstudents. to defend Itself. They Intend to use their wealth ot smother us.
university
Georgia
math of the 000 pounds demolition
wounded last night in a clash beEvery man, woman ana child In New Mexico has a vital inter-efound their mark
bombs which
tween police and 200 students celIn the outcome ot these suits. If they can succeed In their effort
during the assault last night. Mine
ebrating "freshman night." It had to brow beat us and can forco us to silence, tho
New
in
tho firo back into
"system"
sweepers
not been determined whether the
can go on unhindered; insurance companies can wlthold the holds. fought
police, .who opened fire after a Mexico
funds
from
beneficiaries
with perfect safoty; bank securities can be
brick had been thrown through
kited about'wUh immunity against publicity; debtors can be opthe windshield of their automoMAKE
and
robbed
under
the "ten per cent attorney's fees" clause CIVIL WAR VETS
pressed
bile, aimed at the students or in
of promissory notes; public monies can be passed out to favored
PATRIOTIC ADDRESSES
tended to shoot into the air.
banks without Interest; taxes can be dodged through delinquency and
The police, it is eaid. were fol
lowing the students to prevent subsequent compromise and the whole trail of evils can go on, un(Br Ths Assoelnted Press.)
punished by public condemnation.
rowdyism.
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 25. PaCan these gentlemen succeed in silencing the Journal? The triotic addresses delivered
by vetepublic will soon see. We are without any malice toward these men, rans of the civil war from the pulno
We have
desire to "get" them. We are after a vicious system pits of local churches marked the
which must be destroyed. It will be destroyed. If these gentlemen
ALli FOR A NICKEL!
annual
of the fifty-fift- h
elect to put themselves up as the exponents and defenders of that opening
Chicago. Sep. 25. Soud or
encampment of the 6. A. R. today.
beans, choice of two sand- system, wo arc sorry. If they do this they are very certain to get Reception committees
were enhurt In tho war against allowing special privileges to put a muzzle on gaged throughout the day In welwlches or meat and potatoes, 4
us or intimidate us Into silence.
a cup of milk or chocolate and
coming the grand army men.
a dessert, prioo 5 cents.
According to our view of tho matter these gentlemen have as' TWO MKN ARE DROWNED.
Beginning Monday that is
sayed the task of silencing our guns for tho benefit of the favored
the menu to bo served in tho
few. It will prove some considerable of a task, we opine.
New York, Sept. 25. Two men
Is upon public opinion. If the sentiment of
penny lunch rooms of Chicago
.Our chief
were drowned yesterday, when the
schools. Last year tho various
tho people will tolerate this effort to crush us, it will succeed. It the steamship Caronla ran down the
Items were priced at 2 and 3
motor sloop John Anton. In New
people realize that publicity is the great corrective of evils and thut
cents each.
York bay. It was established today
intimidating nnd silencing the press la a menace to tho people's
liberties, thesp gentlemen will fall.
by the police. The bodies have not
been recovered.

SUICIDE

CONSTITUTION

Life

pis-abiliti- es

OUR LIBEL SUITS.

al

nrch-cncin-
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Hostilities to Be Suspended
Until the Tax Revision Bill

and Peace
Disposed

A-

(By The. Associated Press.)

London, Sept. 25 (by the Asso- citod Press.)
Several members ot
the British cabinet, who are said
to have studied
Premier Lloyd
George's reply to Eamonn do
have not yet conveyed their
views to the premier, and It is regarded as not unlikely that the
premier's note will not be ready
beforo Tuesday or Wednesday.
Opinion seems to be hopeful
that the note will be couched to
accommodate the position of the
Sinn Fein leaders, and enable them
to come into another conference.
Meanwhile, disturbing reports of
new provocative acts, alleged to
have been made by black and tans,
in Cork and elsewhere, are causing
apprehension among those hopeful
for a settlement.
Developments in the Internment
camp at Spike iHland, where prisoners are reported to be carrying
out reprisals for alleged
rough
usuge by tho guards and the weekend developments in Belfast add- to
the disquietude.
In the light of these occurrences,
significance is attached to a statement made in Dublin by "Irish authority on the govornment side,"
that "peace wreckers'' again ara
at work.
Va-ler- a,

ANTI-BEE- R

resumed tomorrow.
Arbuckle had as his visitors relatives who are In the city and under his attorneys' orders refused to
discuss publicly the charge against
him.
The first complete story of the
party In Arbuckle's suite in the St.
Francis on Labor day, which was
followed by the death of Miss
Rappe four days later, Is expected
to be told at the hearing tomorrow
when the prosecution calls Mrs.
Bamblna Maude Delmont, who preferred the charge against Arbuckle;
Miss Alice Blake and Miss Zeh
t,
who attended the party. The
order in which the witnesses will
be called was not announced.
Tho defense has not Indicated
how it is to combat the testimony
so far offered by the prosecution.
The only witness who has been
cross examined, and he only briefly,
was Alfred Semnacher, who yesterday testified for the prosecution, Left to right, above: John T. Connery, James J. Davis, Samuel Compere, Ida Tarbell and Julius Barnes
but as a "hostile witness," accordCenter: Miss Elizabeth Chnstman and J. 11. Defrees. Below: E. E. Clark, Mary Van Kleeck and
ing to the police judge. The police
James Couzena,
judge is to decide whether Arbuckle is to be held to the superior
Here are soino of the more York, director of tho Women in Chamber' of Commerce; Julius H.
court and if. whether on the mur- prominent persons
named by Pres- Industry Service of the United Barnes, former president
of the
der charge or on the grand Jury ident Harding to discuss the
unem- States, arKl Ida M. Tarbell, of New United States Grain
corporation;
indictment, which charges man- ployment problem at a conference York, writer. Other noted figure's Mayor Couzens,
of Detroit; E. E.
slaughter.
in Washington.
The list includes at the conference will be President Clark, formerly a member of the
The defense had made no at- three
women: Elizabeth Christman, Gompers of the American Federa- interstate
commerce commission,
to
In
check
the
tempt
secretary-treasurprosecution
of tion of Labor; Secretary of Labor and John T. Connery, president
of
of
the questioning of witnesses, tak- the Chicago,
National Woman's Trade Union James J. Davis; President Joseph the Miami Coal
company of
ing advantage, it was said, of the league; Mary Van Kloeck, of New H. Defrees, of the United States
opportunity to learn the state's case
against Arbuckle afforded by the.
v
bearing.
machine or machinery.
The place
JAIL SENTENCE FOR ALL
to start the remedy is in the legisOF
SPEED FIENDS IN L. A. lature and the motor vehicla de-

Acts

In

district

attorney prepared a
list of witnesses for examination
when the police court hearing Is

Provocative

lleged to Have Been Com-

EXPECTlTMCE

i

UNEMPLOYED PARLEY SUMMONED

S HOPEFUL FDR

wide-sprea-

.'It

swell-lookin-

FIFTY

LQHOPIffl

TO ASSASSINATE
2 HUNGARIANS
Budapest, Sept. 24 (by the
Assoeiatert Press.) An attempt
on tho lives of Count Julius
Andraasy, former minister of
foreign affairs, and former
President Itakovsky, of tho
national assembly, was made
from tho galleries of the national assembly chamber today, five shots being directed
at the pair. Neither was injured, although one bullet
Count
pierced
Andrassy's
clothing.
Ibrnham Kover, ft former
lieutenant, was arrested on a
charge of firing the shots, lie
gave evidences of insanity but
police declared he was shamming, asserting they had disd
covered a
plot to
murder leaders of tho movement to restore former Emperor Charles to tho throne.
The shooting marked the
stormiest session of the assembly since the war.

AT

Women Witnesses Are Exacted to Reveal What
Happened in His Suite at
the St, Francis Hotel,

Chicago,
ficials tonight had started an investigation of the Chicago police
department as a result oil an appeal for aid made last night by
Chief Charles Fitzmorris, who de- -,
clared that in his belief "half of
the. city's 5,000 policemen were
YEARS
bootleggers,
plying their illicit
liquor operations much more inover
than
watched
dustriously
they
the city,"
Federal indictment of at least
E
seven
policemen, four of them
be
commanders,
may
expected
shortly, District Attorney
Clyne
said tonight In a letter to Chief
Fitzmorris,' promising that every
effort would be made to break up
the alleged relationship
between
liquor rings and the police forco.
Chief Fitzmorris' statement that Rev. William Christie Smith,
many ot the men under him were
Iowa, Has Preached More
bootleggers were made in a letter
to Mr. Clyne, seeking aid of the
Than
7,500 Sermons; Saw
government officials in a general
house cleaning of the department,
Converted.
2,500
which was started 'today with a reassignment of every police district
(O7 The Associated Press.)
and transfer of several hundred
Dcdham, la., Sept. 25. Fifty
members of tho force.
years in one conference,
during
In a supplementary statement which he preached
more than 7,500
tonight, Chief Fitzmorris declared sermons and saw 2,600 persons
prohibition was a failure in every converted
and taken into his
city of which he had knowledge.
church', is the record of ltev. Wil"In Chicago there is more drunk- liam Christie Smith, pastor of the
enness than there ever waB more Methodist Episcopal church here.
. deaths from
liquor than before
Rev.
who is 76, recently
more of every evil returnedSmith,
prohibition
from the Des Moines conattributablo to the use of liquor ference having made the
than in the days before the
with his wife by automobile.
laws became 'ef- trip
prohibition
At the conference he preached his
fective,' " he said.
sermon.
"Prohibition enforcement in ChiNext to driving his automobile.
cago is a joke. Thousands of
Rev. Smith takes most delight In
are interested In violating
a tight rope, a survival of
the prohibition laws every day. walking
the 'days when he longed to beThe only way to make prohibition come a circus acrobat, ho says.
.an actuality here or any place elsa
The veteran's first sermon was
Is to stop liquor at its source."
delivered at
His salary at
The statement also charged that that time wasPerry.
1300 a year.
eeveral city officials outside the
He came to Iowa from Coshocpolice department were .Implicated ton, O., with, his parents In a praiIn the police booze ring and said rie schooner In 1856, and settled on
preparations had been made to a farm twelve miles from ' Des
discharge half the force if that Moines. He was a student in the
should be necessary.
public schools, a member of the
second graduating class at Simpson
TO CONFER REGARDING
college, Indianola, la., and was
the first editor of the Simpsonlan,
MAKING GREAT LAKES
college newspaper.
years
During tho first forty-tw- o
A TIDEWATER CHANNEL
of his ministry he delivered three
sermons each Sunday.
(Br The Associated Press.)
The credit for his half century
Denver, Colo., Sept. 25. Former of work In the ministry is due to
Governor W. I Harding, of Iowa, his wife, Rev. Smith declares, ad
and Charles P. .Craig, executive di- ding, "She Is as able to fill the pul
rector and vice president of the pit as I, and has served as superLawrence Tide- intendent of the
Great Lakes-S- t
school,
water association, arrived In Denver chorister, pianist, Sunday
teacher, and
to
hold a conference to- lcador in the missionary societies."
today
morrow with Governor Oliver H.
The couple have been - married
Shoup and other state officials with forty-si- x
years, and of their Bix
regard to the proposed project of children, five are college gradutidemaking the Great Lakes a
ates, four alumni of Simpson colwater channel.
lege and one of Missouri State
Mr. Harding and Mr. Craig will college.
address members of the Denver
Civic and Commercial association SHRINE TO LAUNCH AN
tomorrow on "Colorado's benefit!
in the tidewater plan." Charles B.
$8,000,000 HOSPITAL
Herringon, of Denver, president of
CAMPAIGN
BUILDING
the state branch of the association,
will also speak. Governor Shoup
will preside.
(Br The Associated Press.)
St. Louis, Mo., Sept.
25. Aua
SETS A COURSE RECORD.
thority to launch Immediately
White Plains, N. Y., Sept. 25.
$8,000,000
hospital building cam
George Duncan, British golf pro- paign was given at a meeting of the
fessional, set a course record of 68 hospital committee or tho impestrokes at the West Chester Coun- rial council of the Slirlne today,
try club today, in his victorious after which It was announced that
match with Abe Mitchell against the central hospital to cost approxCharles H. Paul, of the West imately $1,000,000 will be located
Chester club, and Jack Dowllng, here with subsidiaries in San FranScarsdale, professional. Par is 71. cisco and Portland, Ore.

ATTEMPT MADE

(fly The Associated Press.)

fc

of-

Dally by Carrier or Mall, Wic n Month
Single Ijnples 6q

Three Women Among Delegates
to U. S. Unemploymen t Conference

DETAILS OFTHE

J the
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, September 26. 1921.

FORTS-SECON- D

(By

CITY

Treaties Are

Of.

(By The Associated Press.)

Washington, Sept. 23. Formal
declaration of a truce in the senate fight over the anti-bebill,
and Its search and seizure clause,
la expected tomorrow. Suspension
of hostilities is to last a few weeks,
according to the outlook, or until
the senate disposes o the tax revision bill and the German, Austrian and Hungarian peace treaties.
When the bill is called up tomorrow. Senator Sterling, republican, South Dakota, in charge of
measure, plans to
the anti-begive way with announcement of
his understanding that the "dry
bill shall bo given right of way after action on tho tax measure and
the treaties. Meanwhile tho treasury department Is counted on by
dry leaders to withhold regulations
and
permitting manufacture
prescription of beer.
W. J. Bryan
today issued a
statement denouncing the alleged
filibuster against ths beer bill.
"A filibuster by a minority," he
said, "to prevent enforcement of a
constitutional provision is about no
undemocratic procedure as could
be imagined, especially a constitutional provision, which outlaws a
criminal traffic."
He commended the search and
seizure clause In the conference
report. Search warrants tor private dwellings should be required,
he said, but automobiles, he declared, should be subject to search
a'

-

REPUBLICANS CALLED
"HUSH SWINE," CLAIM
Cork, Sept. 25 (by the Associated
to
reports
According
made by republican liason officers
incidents occurred Saturday night
and early today reminiscent of conditions that prevailed prior to th
truce.
A party of citizens are reported
to have been halted In McCurtaln
treated
street, and roughly
of ths British constabur
of
tha
Women
party, terrilary.
fied, fled.
A police patrol of five men wa
accosted on St. Patrick's bridge h
a large patrol of British police. Tho
republicans are alleged to have
been questioned and called "Irish
swine," and assaulted with batons
and revolver butts. One man was
stabbed in the arm.

Press.)

DISCIPLINE

INTERNED

PRISONERS IOB SINGING
without warrants.
before
"To require a warrant
Sept. 25 (by tha Associatsearching a supected auto," he ed Cork,
Press.) The city council has
practically nuuuy decided
said, "would
to forward to the Irish
the laws."
government in Dublin a statement
from the commandant at Spike IsINFORMATION BUREAUS
land regarding the alleged severity
of the treatment of Sinn Feiners
FORMED IN 17 STATES interned
there. According to tha
BY UTILITY CONCERNS statement. Interned men who
disciplined for singing In
their huts at night, continued singPress.)
(Br The Assoclnled
2.ri.
Information ing Wednesday night as a protest.
fMrwern
Kent
The statement said several sol- -'
bureaus have been formed in seven
at 11 o'clock
teen states, by puDllo utility con- diers entered huts the
men with
beat
cerns in the last two years, It Is re- at night and stabbed
several with
and
ported by the Illinois committee on rifle, butts The huts were stripped
bayonets.
public utility information, originaand other contor of the plan. The move is a new of all beds,Intables
the morning the inveniences.
one in this field. Utilities
electric light and terned men refused to parade au-or
include
whereupon the military
power, electric railway, gas and work,
thorities locked the doors of their
were-severel-

telephone industries.
These state committees on. public ntllHu Infnrmntfnn aim tO 0.3- appreciation of tne
velop public
services of the utilities and public
confidence in tnem.
"Tn tha anrlir ilV9 nf the OUbllC
utilitv industry it was blessed with
lawplentiful engineers and many
yers," according to B. J. Mullaney,
director ot tne jiunoia comiimwoi
"but with a few who would tell the
these services In the
public about
rr tbn liivmen. It has
been found that the 'Illinois idea'
hi
been of inostimauio vaiue in
bringing about better understandias will permit of greater
such
ng,
'?th-"..- .
u,.
Committees nave oeen Baiuim"-e- d
in Indiana, Ohio, the New England states, Alabama, Colorado,
Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Ne
Minnesota,
Mexico,
Wyoming,
Georgia. Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas
and Oklahoma.

.,..,

,10--

hutn.
The interned men countered by
taking down the doors and burning them, and! otherwise wrecking
tho huts.
Tho statement added that tha
wrecking would continue until demands of the Interned men ara
granted.

FORMER SERVICE MEN
FLOCK TO EL PASO FOR
THE ANNUAL REUNION
(By Tha Associated Press.)

El Paso, Tex., Sept. 25. El Paso
today with former
service men here for the annual
reunion of the American legion,
department of Texas. Governor
Pat Ncff. Adjutant General T. D.
Barton and State Commander J. A.
Rosslter, of Houston, were among
today's arrivals.
Commander Rosslter announced
TUIX flAMB POSTPONED.
late today that arrangements have
The
25.
game bien made for the care of former
Mexico City, Sept.
scheduled here today between the service men at tho state tubercuDallas and San Antonio baseball losis hospital at Kervllle, Tex., tha
clubs of the Texas league, was United States government to pay
the expenses up to $3 a day.
postponed because of rain.

......

Is thronged

SUGGESTS CANCELING DEBTS OF
ENGLAND, FRANCE AND ITALY IF

THEY WILL CONSENT TO DISARM

st

Executive Chairman of the Committee of 48
Writes President Harding Recommending
That Proposition Be Put Up to Leading Nations at Washington Conference.
(DX THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
New York, Sept. 25. A sugges
We will not cancel your Indebt
tion that American spokesmen in edness gratis, nor are we content
the limitation of armaments con- to postpone longer the payment of
ference bo authorized to offer to tne overdue Interest.
But If you
cancel the Indebtedness of France, and the Japanese delegates will
on a unior
In
to
disarm
agree
return for agree
England and Italy
agreements, by those countries to form and progressive ratio of disdisarm, is advanced In a letter to armament, America will Join with
President Harding, made public you In so doing and will cancel or
today by Its author, J. A. II. Hop- reduce your Indebtedness to tha
chairman of the American people to the same exkins, executive
committee of 4S.
tent and in the same ratio. There
Mr. Hopkina advised submitting is, however, no other way In which
to the threo great powers in the the American people will consent
form of an "ultimatum" the fol- either to cancel or reduce your
financial obligations.''
lowing statement;
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The

they either fall, to the ground or
can be easily shaken from tha trees.
Gathering pinons is a very tedious occupation.
When conditio..
are good, that is when the pinons
are lying thickly under the trees,
the average picker can pick up
about twenty-fiv- e
pounds of them
in a day, for which he can receive FIRE-PLACE
from $1.25 to $2.50 for his day's
work.
Pack-rat- s
which are quite numerous in all parts of the southwest.
are great gatherers of pinons. They
pile up great heaps of pinons
their burrows. Whenever a pinon
eleaner is fortunate enough to find
a pack-rhole, he does a big day's
is a great hustler
work. A pack-rwhen it comes to gathering pinons,
He often carries two or three sacks
of the little berry bean to his lair
and stores them away for his win
ter rations. If a Navajo Indian
finds one of these holes he Immf
diately digs it - up and sacks the
pinons and hurries to town, d- cause they are all good pinons, for W 1 ll O U
a rat never makes a misiaKS ana
carries away a bad nut.
i

t

1

Santa Fe is now
barrel oil storage
and service tank at a cost ot
well Kiwanlans gathered at a ban
Oil will be used from now on
on the eastern line out of Clovis
quet Thursday night at a local hotel
will
and
M.
Al
from the staSE
SOUTH
H.
EN
honor
in
of Dr.
FOR
GAMPMENT tion here.be Asupplied
BEGUNJkT.VEGAS
Bowers,
hundred and twenty
buquerque, governor of the south
toot turn taoie is also being rut in
west district of the International
replacing one of ninety feet which
Klwanis association.
Par-Is- h Thousands Desire
to Leave School for Detectives Has Following the banquet, Pr. Bow Adjutant General Brown Calls has been in use for some time.
Immaculate Conception
was introduced. He opened nis
Been Established in New ers
Their Unromantic Atmos
Will Erect a Building
Attention to the ManeuEstancla The committee havtalk with a strong appeal to the
Kiwanlans
ing in charge the matter of getting
Land
To
Do
gathered to attend tha
York;
vers
phere and Locate in
and
Away With district convention
Practice
Costing $90,000; Is Open
Target
to be held in
up a fair for Estancia this fall
Hit-o- rs.
of Flowers, Hawaii.
have decided to call off the fair for
to
Albuquerque October 7 and 8. He
at Fort Bliss.
of
this
out
value
the
year, giving as a reason that
forcefully brought
become
Amwclated
could not get up a good fair
to
better
The
New
they
this
25.
York.
Pre...)
Deoart
(By
opportunity
Sept.
(Special Correspondence (o The Joumnl.)
'(Special Correspondence to The Jotirnnl.)
with the money that could be
Honolulu, T. H., Eopt. 25. The ment of Justice agents are going to acquainted with the true meaning
25.
Las
N.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 25. ExM.,
Cruces,
Sept.
raised, and they didn't want to get
scnooi to read books and learn of Kiwanls and assured the local
cavation has been begun on the romantic lure of the south seas has how to be detectives.
men that they and their ladies Writing to the Las Cruces Chamber up a poor one, which would be
Don't build a Hom3
The curriculum of the school would be royally cared for while in of Commerce, announcing the an- worse than none. Also that money
lots at the corner of National ave- become so potent throughout the
.
nual maneuver and target practice spont for a poor fair would bo
nue and Sixth street, for the erec- world that the Honolulu chamber Just started by the bureau of In Albuquerque.
& IireOlaCe."
t
The governor's main talk was of the national guard of New Mex- poorly spent, and could be used to
tion of a school building for the of commerce is faced with an in vestigation, Includes study of such
excellently ico at Fort Bliss, Tex., October 17 better advantage in some other
Immaculate Conception parish of creaaingly onerus and embarrassing tecnicalities as the Jaws of search most
worthy and
Aside from the conn f
adjutant way.
East Las Vegas. The contract for problem, its officials announced and arrest, rudiments of evidence, spoken. It was a message full of to 31. Henry R. Brown,
rights of citizens and preparation good advice and counsel, bringing general, says among other things
the building has been let to O. W. here recently
busand
Clovis
The
merchants
see
to
anxious
"The governor ia
fnrfv the
out very clearly the true meaning
For inhabitants of the crass, cold of cases for prosecution.
The Southwest
Alamogordo
Sperry, of Katon, who will have the
William J. Burns, chief of the of tho Kiwanls motto: "We Build.,' the citizen soldiery of the slate be Lumber company received the new iness men of Clovis so have been
building under roof some ume next commercial world of the temperate
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summer.
The complete building
ferent propositions during the last dlJU me IaCl tliat E
will cost about J30.000. It is nicely sires known in a pile of mall that ment of the school was the first bettering: our community tnrougn our other clvio organizations, and up the hill Whore it will be used raw m rr
f n a trior ir ran a nopinpn h i t
in
maintain
is
on the company's trackage south
the service made up of fellowship the state interested
however, that It will not be entire is increasing constantly with each step to do away with
a meeting of tha. Chamber of Com- - OiaCe
Ki ing a national guard as an exercise of Russia, The engine is a
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a light
Enclno There
... 1x1.
The Southwest company now has
on the De errective will be droDDed.
vidual Kiwanlans working to build Ing law and order, should In his
lolling
5n height, with a large b:isement, lief, consists of
a force of about seventy men busy Tuesday night, which did very little Wlin a IireplaCe SellS
federal investigators are srolna: better business
relations and oninion such tc force be Justified.
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in which will be an adequate
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except
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and it damage
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The federal
The new tracknge runs down the on the higher ground there was no fn
purposes.
Ing to learn that the real object of sized as the real keynote of Kiwanls. istrative
Th second floor will have class afford sustenance.
it,
v man uic
this bureau is to protect citizens
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Dr. Bowers told clearly how liv government is interested in main- Fenasco canyon ana opens up the damage. Last year the first killing
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morals in business. Every Kiwan-ia- n campment and an additional $200,-00city. impose about the positions they
Barrett, architect, of this
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Gallup. The Navajo Indians pre
must plan his work and work
Mr. Sperry, the contractor, has juh' hoped to obtain was that they be perlntendent
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with the ties. tal authorities in San Francisco tie rioting here last
In field marshal's
ground
parade
constantly In touch The
Two
were
bombs
thrown.
which
O-- "a.1V rraj!BZ7m3S..- prompt, sure and safe relief with- nupUs are them in bundles of fifty each. The
rl teaching methods.
and uniform there was a scene of wild Journal want ads
out griping, or ..pam. j. x. usrjorn,
results
man said: "The truth of the mat- children playing in the streets bul
get
enthusiasm.
....Tht lnvn or una. i"
ill- r
n
n
wounded
were
W.U...
a
t
of
stray
by
'
girl
as
ntrv and the principles well- - ter is that I don't want a wife
lets.
I can't support one."
rhri.ttanltv. giving them
Trobrie.ftr?
The elrl was wounded when the
you know how to 'do I
Meanwhile tSe letters continue
segsHS- ..
7 balanced training.
now I j.
Tablets
and
Cathartic
in to this man at the rate police and military fired on crowds
to
the
Foley
that
bellerved
pour
It
in Seaford street.
can eat anything." Sold every- - It yOU Call aCCOmpltSft
here of at least 500 every Bteamer,
V. of an adequate
parish school
During the fighting a saloon was
wnere.
the city,
will Increase the growth of
in
was
wonders with a, ' dam- thrown
bomb
burned. One
live when KU KLUX KLAN CHIEF
M many persons wish to
Milewater road, wounding six peran ed-ee.
I j4 .
children
their
two seriously.
.
Kind
ucaUoTingive
Pcr anu.ine
DEFENDS ORGANIZATION sons,
such
CTTro
&1
bombearlier
the
version
of
One
handsome
I
4
will be of
of
In East Belfast Is that a union
ing
t
appear-grate.
to
the
Many
add
sign? and will
(Br The AMoclated Praia.)
1st crowd
threw a oomo into a
I
el y.
Phone sltt
8oalb Mrst Street,
St. Louis. Mo., Sept. 25. Nearly liquor and grocery store to set it on
f
ance of the hill section ofIsthe
on dls-- i two hours were devoted
v
to the de
giccti ryums in
A Picture ot the exterior
were carwhile
that
and
fire,
they
the
of
windows
Its
the
of
Klan
Ku
of
Klux
and
one
the
fense
In
were
this way, by burning
play
rying out tho operations, they
'' Las
principles by Imperial Wizard Wil made the target for a republican
Vegas Savings bank
liam J. Simmons of Atlanta, organ.

NEW SCHOOL IS

ARE FOCUSED

TAUGHT

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Koswell, N. M., Sept. 25. Ros- -
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HOME RtTLE FOR IKFXAKD.
'!
Melbourne, Australia, Sept. 25.
The Celtic club has decided to Ire- to support home rule for
:
land, believing that the Irisha prob-1com-"- '.
lem can best be settled by
establishment
promise without the
of a republic,
,
70,000 ATTEND FCNERALS.
i. Manheim, Germany, Kept. 25.s
Is estimated that 70,000 pertoday attended the funerals ofI
" com victims
of the Oppau cxplo-the
ceme- Blon at the Ludwigshafcn
tery.
con-tin-

lf

lzer and chif of the order, before
an audience of about 1.000 pros
pective members here last night.
His euloe-- of the order culminated
In an order to disprove charges of
graft that have been made against
the heads of the klan and as an ex.
planation of why tho order had
closed its door to negroes,
Referring to lawless acta credit
ed in the south to a secret order.
Simmons declared that "if any man
can prove that I ever authorized an
act of lawlessness I shall nut my
oral to an oraer lo aisDana ine or
ganlzatlon. and cut my throat."

; Yon may think
all corn flakes are alike
until you taste
...

Post Toasties
"best corn flakes
TVca 700 11 tmdcrataad why tha flaror, erlspueai
ad text are stake "Pout Toasties" the superior kind.

bomb.
Military reinforcements
this afternoon.

i

arrived

Belfast,
Sept. 25. One man
was shot and killed and a woman
wounded during rioting In the
Newtownards road In East Belfas.
Saturday. A public house in Cam- brala street, North Belfast, was
wus
house
looted. Later the
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CEMENT. PLASTER
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
423 NOHTU
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All Day Today, Monday

nnnin Rinvn.rt

On acccount of the de&th of
M r. D a vid

DENVER IS AWARDED
FIELD HEADQUARTERS
OF PRO ENFORCEMENT
(rfy Tha Associated Prase.)
Denver. Colo.. Sept. 26. Field
headquarters of the federal prohi-

bition enforcement
for Colorado,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho and
ew Mexico have been ordered es
tablished in Denver, it was en
ounced today by Kerbert If, "or
gan, field Inspector in charge, following his arrival from Washing
ton.
Mr. Horgan was appointed to
be chief field supervisor and In
spector of the five statea following
the recent transfer of N. B. Miller
to another division.
The offices of the new supervi
sor are maintained In
with Federal Prohibition Director E. H, McClenahan of this
district.
(

New York, Sept. 26 Ten months
ago Miss Bessie Coleman, a
old negress, left Chicago, whore she
naa Dn employed as a manicurist,
for Europe.
Today, she returned
a
avlatrlx. aairl tn ha
the first of her race. She nttnnrlr,l
an aviation school in Trance,

I

C. H. CARNES
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Phone
Mi.

South Bcond.
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Meond-htn- a

Lowest priest

supplies, kxpert repairing.
tZ

Armed and masked men raidea
the homes of J. Whlttaker, general
manager of tne castiecomer-ivii-kenn- y
coal mines, where a strike
in progress, ana J. Margreaves,
manager of the mines. Both men
were taken away.
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fireplace into commis
sion one of these days,
when you do, remem
ber you can . give ; a
whole r'oom a new ef
fect by changing one pr,
two of your fireplace
fixtures. When you clo
this, remember we'd
like to
wit "ft
you.
1
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coal or coke and do it
with a fair degree of
.
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AMENDED COMPLAINT IN LIBEL

SDIT ON JOORHAL BY RAYHOLDS
IS BLOW AT FREEDOM OF PRESS

2

Pleadings Now Cover Nearly a Year's Time of
Editorial Utterances: Trial Will Be Kesult- -

1

I

v

Added Expense.

fight against the financial and political combine that has ruled the
state with an iron hand. The hardness of the times has been their
ally. But for that I would have
had no trouble. But if I lose, I
lose. I will be but another victim
to their long list.
Now is the time to bring in your
law suits. Let's hunt around and
pile them up until independence is

proven unprofitable and every editor made afraid to call his soul his
own.
Wo (nvilA If Tf initio li noanlA
and myself to classify the interests
wnicn would crusn me.
tsy tneir
Let
works ye shall know them.
them all come now. It's their last
chance.
They cannot handle me
Vet them try it in one
singly.
crand assault and see if they can
win by combination."
Because I demand, these and
other things. I am nersona non
grata with the "gang." I must be
out of business. The punuc
put
mnnt mmDhAw hA made to feel
I am unworthy of support.
I will go
I will not surrender.
with this matter in New
through
Movlon nr nprtflh in tha RttemDt.
I know the way out, but I decline
to take it. It is tne route 01 tne
of the people."
(e) On July ,28, 1921, the fol
lowing:
months you
"For eighteen
a great
thought you were readingread
prefree dally. In fact you
wanted
cisely what these interests
more.
They
you to read nothing
by
i.ni rmhiin nnlnlnn aulescent
the
peo
from
facts
the
concealing
wun- ple. Tnis was tne imposition
tha rmhile hv "the rang.'
Ey controlling the Journal they
control public opinion. It was fta
rotten fraud on the reader and
crime against the state.
Does tne pudiic warn iu
tomb
return to this silence of the Mexl-?
about bad conditions In New
whether
it does not matter
with my
you altogether agree
n
methods or my pruyusuio.
nnn rot hn flirts vou can reach
do
you
your own conclusions. But
want tne iacis 8
I fear that' if I go out of the
for a
Journal, New Mexico is due
which
relapse into the lethargy to
had
here
the Bleeping potion given
reduced her. If I am forced out 1
to control
probably will be unable
who goea in. This to the situation."
..
(f) Again on tne same
"The man who protests is a 'men-

The Jotirnal Is presenting today ance and conceal from them what
their governto its readers the emended com- - was taking place in
these connlinf In thn lihel unit nf .T. M. ment to the end that
designated as
i
C. Magee spirators therein
j, .Kaynolds against Carl
to
enabled
be
should
the Journal Publishing com- - "the gang
public
the exploit the state, loot the of
Although
pany, defendants.
the
escape their share
I .document is long, tne journal ieeis treasury,
and fraudulently exercise
S
that the people of the state should burdens rrla
and
in
niirnrwiA
pvnlnltf,,ivbe fully familiar with the matter v.(.
and de
oppress
surreptitiously
I involved.
Is called to the manner fraud tne peopis in general, aiiu
fVv ..''In Attention
who dared oppose
which interest is focused on the destroy anyonenefarious
in their
pursuits.
I entire fight which the Journal has them
B.
said articles were
the
That
Xr. been making for better govern
dates and
the
so
upon
published
ment in New Mexico. It will be
things contained the
seen that the plaintiff has gone among other
as
statements
follows, to- far afield from an original inten-- - specifiction to try the case upon the state-- t'- wit:
On July 22nd. 1921, the
(a
monts with reference to the manState following:
agement of the Holbrook
Vntlnnal hunk of Al
vrnt
"Tho
revised
$bank, which failed.into The
lltiga-- S buquerque has brought suit against
the
brings
complaint
si7,Z33.u. mis is ior
iition Albert B. Fall, now secretary me for borrowed
to pay Mr. Fall,
money
Mr. Sully and others the purchase
the trial smack of a political camthe
of
Journal, except tho
paign, possibly with the result thata prioe
$1,100 note due a day or two ago
interest may he drawn irum
was a private transaction."
Si' probe into the past affairs of the which
"Tha hnnlr Ilia OYnrCiBed its rltttlt
Holbrook Btate bank.
to
loans and I must pay
call
nn
Following is the full text of the tnem m the
tne next iwemy ua, e
document:
if I am forced to sell the Journal
it
J. M. Kaynolds vs. Carl C. Ma-- in
order to pay."
ne. et al.
"I could have arranged this
Anicniicu joiuiuum.
matter
amended
by surrendering my freeThe plaintiff for his
dom. I would not and I will not "
complaint alleges as follows:
T
trot th .li.iirnal honds
nnniH
"ip
1. That plaintiff is a resident of
XV
out of the hands of the bankers and
the county of Bernalillo, New Mexand into the hands of the puonc I wouia
ico; is a banker by profession, menbe free to devote myseir to tne catat all the times hereinafter
in the state.
tioned wan president of the First tle for decency
Whether or not I will try to do
N.
National bank Siat Albuquerque.
Itinera, la' a rARl- - this will be announced soon.
xmit v"
t jkl.r mk.t
I will not surrender. I will run
N. M., and
T dent of Albuquerque,
Un Tnnrnal Dfl T thlnlr wiRI. in the
editor
was
the
times
said
during
as "Albu-- P public interests, or I will quit. Co
V sit the newspaper known
That ercion will not alter mis awiuua,
diieraue Morning Journal.?
(b) On July 24, 1921, the fol; the defendant Journal Publishing
'mave- a
t ,. h. is
lowing:
to
orgaa
corporation
company
"The 'gang' is busy. They feel trick' because he refused to belongnized under the laws of New
me. I to the
that now is the time to 'get to
place-ogang, we are unun.w..with its principal
fail
'get'
too. If
ing the tacts, uo nut
., business in the city of Albuquer-"ju- e think so, T urtn hathey
to
free
forever
to be wild and irresponsible talk.
N. M and Is and during said
the Journal's open policy.
than the truth. Not all
times was the owner and publisher continue
men or bankers are corrupt
Albu- I nave no personal grajvoiuxa.
public
the
jfflof said paper known as the
that
understand
perfectly
in New Mexico, um
querque Morning Journal.
Is fisrhtlne for its life and I not. do not belong to the 'gang
2. That said Albuquerque Morn-'in- g tranir'
not
any quarter.
has run New Mexico tor
Journal to a daily newspaper do So farexpect
as tne DanK is concerned, which
xnose wm
years,
.
by said de- -j
many
printed and published
sue
a perfect legal right to
road to travel.
a
have
rocky
'endants in the city of Albuquerque, Itmehad
not
so.
do
I
if it desired to do
On July 29.. 1921. the fol
state of New Mexico, and has a condemn
(g)
sued
everyono
If
it.
they
. ..
,,
Jarge circulation in said city and
at maturity I lowing:
"If the public teaiiy u
among the who could not pay of
state and elsewhere
comwho had a
man
would
have
good
no
plenty
these
things
reading public.
fhis roDe of
t in
But they have the legal
heretofore the First pany.
3. That
to sue whom they please and
dare walk the treets
would
, . national bank of Albuquerque by right
justice
whatIhej
-- 'A. B. McMillen, its attorney and carry whom they please, for
of our New Mexico towns.
appeal to them. put over' all these tnings uy
vice president, brought its suit ever reason may
run
to
and Journal I am willing to allow them
publicity. The people did
against Carl C. Magee as
their business as they see fit. in-Of not know wuoi
defende"
Publishing company
have no desire to
So the fellow who is responsible
ants, in a certain cause in the dis- course, they the
Jouret
the
.wmuBt
be put out
with
terfere
policy
n,.hiiitv
Bernalillo
county,
trict court of
have
No. 12937 on the docket of said nal."
of business. The r,ard times
folthe
1921,
(c) On July 25,
him from payms """""
court, to enforce the payment of
kept
..
Now
r
Journal.
th
k,,,,;..
promissory note dated April 1, lowing:
"A newspaper which will attack fs the time to silence this 'danger
;
1921, for the sum of $15,000. slgn- to
- A v mn rofl C Affirm., and llfllri wrong where it is found and try
wno
is the only real ous demagog'
permit'
If the people willsucceed
"'.Journal Publishing company by force itsof correction,
the
fhem
so
people.
friend
to do
they will
Carl C. Magee, lta president.
cave
not
tne
do
leaders
1920,
The
4,
party
November
to
the
4.
That prior
publication
)"
(h) On
for such a newspaper. It annoys fol.!winet-,,, of the matter hereinafter mention-- j
comProblem
.
10
and
' "ted
them
and complained of, the defend- and embarrasses
pels them to be decent as a Tli solve to wnich she must turn fcei-to publio opinion,
in the Albuquerque
attention witn more
;.,.and' published
.Tftlimnl nforPRnM A RarteH special beneficiaries of an estab- we are to progress.
it
. . f
because
it.
V
abhor
r.
tnwns located in
of articles and editorials charging lished system overthrow of their
fwtdll SUUBUim:w U1IU biiovl mm a threatens theadvantage."
the counties of Valencia. So
them
I mumber o individuals, including unrighteous
San Miguei, kio
corro,
,
are' 11(d) On July 26, 1921, the fol- pernapa
uiio w " " r.trr
olf
are
shut
who
retary of the interior, conspired lowing:
people
habited
by
is after me and after
.
tne
Vyiand confederated together in the- me"The 'gang
oppoiiuim-from
of New Mexico for the genright. 1 accept the Issue. With themselves upon publio question,
g
and rent
eral purpose of cheating, defraud-"Vin- no one behind me but the people,I which
deceiving and oppressing the and with my back to the .wall,
enjoy.
people
ing
can
-- force
If
in
the
they
fray.
people of the state and corrupting glory
Such 01 tnem as i
T its government and publio officials, me out of the Journal I will go read the Spanish language and
and to keep Us citizens In ignor--- '' with a smile, I have fought a good know only what a few. Bpamsa
a
U.I
weeklies, largelv controlled
..i
to
special purposes, want them
'
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If You Want a Home

You Can Own One
We have made arrangements whereby any family

in Albuquerque now paying rent can own a nice,
modern bungalow in

UNIVERSITY
V
HEIGHTS
'if
V

A

down starts construction
an easy budget plan does
'
the rest.
-S-

In Bpniiish,

an''1.

hnt'A hppn nurnose- i'l ignorance and
ly
those who would exploit
tio
'i y have none of that
tr
o "of tho world which even
k
..i mn have, who have
tit
fthout tho world or who
mo
rt In onn met with people
hr.v.
who Imvo a broader vision. oene- v- - i'mrii.h
nnhllratlon
to
tralf-thrsv counties. No avenue
enli'fhtcn them upon lssueo u
.i.... ..nvinra thpm where their
best 'interests lie, exists. They areo
largely controlled ny maof niuum-twhose
ear . communications
, vnnw whereof' theyUU
WHO
ulterior
speak, or who have wan
motive in wnat tney
at
votes
of
Literally thousands
unthe recent election were castsilliest
der the influence of the
and most malignant propaganda,
by designing
spread among them
men and women.
politiclans-bot- h
they
Voted en mnreo by "bosses them-relvare at once a dnmage ,to state.
to
the
and a menace
(I) On July 30th, 1921, there
to
what
purported
.'.as published
comic
l0 the cast and lines of a of
the
opera, entitled "The taming
i row,"
the crew being depicted
for the
is havingof gotten together
destroying the editor of
purpose
are
crew
he Journal, and the
made to say, speaking of the edii

3

,

small payment

very

.
know.
These people are the descendfoi
lived
have
who
those
nf
ant,
..,
far rptnoved from our
civilization. Except
Ango-Saxo- n
in i..e immediately recent years,
almost
entirely without
were
tin y
of education in Englisu
anv

EE U-S-

He' claims he fights for the peo- .
ple'a rignt,
And we are rtayin' 'wake at
frame hlm's our ambition!
We'll rake his past wnn a um
.
tooth comb,
mm
Not only here, hut M
home:
Wo'U run him in the river,
If we can't bluff him we are done
eon!
o how we hate this uspreacher's
shiver.
make
!ls methods
(Enter a very large politician
(.Cabinet else). ,
sad Bearts, and cease
Cheer up,
... i.Ablnffl
This Journal bird is easy picking.
In the business wona i
not
And he has notes,
BU luuu
.
An
enemy
his
jtnA
ttt
oh.,iAi.
vvnai onj
Won't hold a candlestick to me!
Now Whoop it up tor
iszi, tne iui- (i) On July'
.
...
lowing:
'The gMw taiKs aiwui m
being regu- -tor t of the Journal not
mLI. ..nH wnilld nOt rftClar
party if they met
ognie a political
It in the road. Because the repub
lican party has Been oomin.
they have fastened themselves
unnn it. When its reputation for
taken
by the
virtue has been
ih noonl have repu- diated it, they will fasten them
selves on tne wnoie mmuti"
party as they have done aireau j
"V
r .,
on a wlnar ol it.''
To
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"This 'hoodoo' Is to be extended now to the United States
All men are to be taught
that It Is suicidal to in any way
ignore the wialies of the 'gang.'
Public men must be frightened
into submission to it.
Thio gang has been the curse
of New Mexico for years.
They
have had no purpose but to ex
her.
plolt
The 'hoodoo' is to be made to
apply to independent editors also.
It must be shown that such a
course cannot succeed. Any such
must be disciplined until rro one
will dare try it again.
Editors
must look for peace and prosperity
with the gang or for trouble and
adversity outflide it."
(k) On August 2nd, 1921, the
following:
"To the First National Bank:
No, gentlemen, I'm not going to
lose my head and do what you expect me to do now. I decline to
say the things that you and some
of your affiliated concerns which
you are trying to entice mo into
saying. I do not care to Jeopardize my position in my bond sole
by giving you an excuse for bringing a libel suit you couldn't win
against the Journal at this time.
You have given me all tho load I
care to' carry Just now. Perhaps a
little later i will do my duty to
the publio by giving them some
Information which the public welfare demands, but not now.
Surely, gentlemen, you are not
allowing anyone to use you in an
effort to "drive me out of the
state?" Ton are merely trying to
collect some money you are afraid
you will lose, aren't you, gentle-

sena-torshl- p.

men?"
It isn't possible, Is it, gentlemen,
that you brought these suits
merely to create the impression
that the Journal was insolvent and
so to Interfere with my bond sale
and prevent me from getting the
money I owe you In time' to continue my control of the Journal?"
Your whole procedure isn't Intended to destroy me, is It gentle
You are dealing tenderly
men?
with me, aren't you? You wouldn t
hurt a hair on my head, would
you?
Of course, gentlemen, what I

have said about conditions in New
Mexico, and what you fear I may
say hereafter, played no part in
Certainly
deciding your course?
not! Certainly not!"
(k) On August 9th, 1921, the
following:'
"I came to New Mexico believing A. B. Fall to be one of the nation's great men. lie and W. A.
Hawkins held out to mo every In
ducement of prosperity and honors
to become one of them. I soon saw
their combine was a looter of tho
state and an oppressor of the people. I spent hours in thought and
decided to go with the people."
(I) On the same date tho following:
I surrendered the easy path and
chose the hard But if I go where
Is another to take up the fight for
civic docency and a square deal.
Who will have tho courage to try
to give battle for the people. My
fate will stand as an awful example to those who get off the reservation. The First National bank
is rich and powerful and has tho
resources of the whole gang behind It Shall we fight or shall
we quit? It is up to the people;
are they without courage and spirit? I know the Jeopardy of saying the things above written in a
state controlled by this gang."
6.
This plaintiff further shows
that thereafter and on or about the
th day of August, 1921, tho defendant, Carl C. Magee, composed,
wrote, published and both Baid defendants procured and caused to
be published of and concerning the
plaintitf In the Albuquerque Morning Journal the following matter,
among others,
"Tomorrow is the twentieth day
since the First National bank sued
me. J. M. Kaynolds procured the
signature of the Journal Publishing company on, this note by deception. Ninety days ago he
that the company endorse
it. I permitted it on the understanding that the Journal would
not be 'called' on it in the near
When the note was due
future.
the Journal was sued. It was a
to "reak
part of the conspiracy two
small
me. When I protested,
notes of the Journal were sued on.
promptiiy newsprint company was
The print-ini- r
ly advised of the suits.
notified
was
by
Dress company
this bank of sundry suits against
me. A couple of local creditors in
small amounts were advised to sue.
The conspiracy to crush me was in
full swing." These people deny an
effort to crush me, Mr. McMillen
(meaning the attorney and offier
of the bank In bringing said suits,
and the associate of this plaintiff
in conducting and directing Its
is indignant that he is classed as one of the gang. But he
wunts his pound of flesh while
oozes from his pores,"
7.
That because of the statements and matters previously puband
lished and communicated
known to the public, as set forth
in paragraph numbered five, the
defendants meant and intended by
the language set forth in paragraph six to charge thie plaintitf
and said article was understood by
the publio to charge this plaintiff
with having entered into a conspiracy and combination with the
aforesaid evil minded persons defor the
nominated "the gang"
wicked, malicious and illegal purpose of crushing, ruining and destroying the defendant, Carl C.
Magee, and driving him out of the
state, and out of the control of said
newspaper, because of his conduct
in having published and opposed
the wicked acts and purposes of
"the gang" as above outlined; asd
that In pursuance and furtherance of eaid conspiracy and evil
purpose, and to accomplish its objects, this plaintiff had procured
by deceit and fraud the signature v
of the Journal Publishing
on the note of the defendant,
and then brought suit on that now
and other notes and endeavored to
Induce other persons to bring suit
against the defendant, not in good
faith, or to collect its debts, but de-to
destroy and get rid of the said
fendant Magee. in furtherance and
pursuance of the said conspiracy,
and to accomplish or further its
evil purposes, and thus to protect
and assist the gang In exploiting,
looting and oppressing the people,
of
and keeping them in ignorance
its evil acts and designs. '
8. That the said statements and
charges set out in paragraphs alx
and seven, and each and all of
them, were and are false and were
made and published by the defendant miliciously, with the evil pur
pose and design to Injure and defame the plaintiff, and disgrace
and degrade him in the eyes of the
public,, to the damage of the plain- tin in tne sum oi imy iboumuu

'

to-w-

eug-gest-

bue-inch-

er

com-Dan-

Rely on Cuticura

To Clear Away

Skin Troubles

Pasre Thre

dollars,
compensatory
(J50.000)
and punitive for which he. prays
judgment.
9. And for a second and lurtlier
cause
and by way of supplemental complaint, this plaintiff
all the matter set forth
in paragraphs numbered one to six
inclusive, and further alleges:
10. That on the !Kh day of August, 1921. this suit was commenced and thereafter and on the
following dates the defendant, Carl
C. Magee, composed and published
in the Albuquerque Morning Journal the following matter, umong
others,
(a) On August 11th, 1921, the
following:
"Gentlemen, your phony libel
suits frighten
nobody your denials of malice and conspiracy convince no one."
(b) On August 13th, 1921. the
following:
accumu"Evidence
constantly
lates of the conspiracy to crush
me. The bank does not need to
sue me for libel for saying that,
for I expect to plead it in a suit
for damages I am going to bring
against tho whole gang of conspirators. Then they can have a chance
to Justify their conduct."
11. That thereafter and on the
16th day of August. 1921, the dend coh- fendants published of
cernlng the plaintiff in the aforesaid Albuquerque Morning Journal the following matter
"Now comes a concrete case. A
caucus was held in Albuquerque.
All big Sullys and Hawkinses and
the little Dennys and Wilsons were
there. It was concluded that the
trap was all set to catch the pros- ent owner of this paper.
"Out of a
sky came law
suit after law suit. Kestraining orders of no advantage to the plaintiff but a disadvantage to the d!- ferdant were asked for. All known
creditors were notified of the suits
and advised to protect themselves.
ull swing
A conspiracy was in
which would have crushed any
who
Mexico
New
man
in
business
did not control a paper like the
Journal.
"This was not in efort to collect
the money. One of its instigators
said the Journal's owner would be
'driven out of the state.' The sanu-masaid a few days ago, ho was
'afraid Magee would pay them.'
"Immediately most of tho gang
has come back to make new plans.
Who believes :t a coincidence that
they were here when the suits were
first filed and are here again
when a new line of attack is
launched? It tnkss many heads lo
think up the details of their diabolical plans. It takes many little
shrivelled-u- p
hearts to have heart
enough to go through with It. So ,
supthjy lend each other 'moral!'
port to tackle one lonely third-rat- e
edito.. Brave men!"
12. That because of tho statements and matt rs previously puband
lished end communicated
h.;own to the public, as set fortl
numbered
in paragraphs
five, s
and ten, the defendants mca.it arr
in.endcd oy tiv .anguago set fo;!'
In paragraph e'even to charge
and thi said article was
understood by the public to charge
this plaintiff with having entered
in-- o
a conspiracy and combination
with Uie aforesaid evil minded persons denominated 'the gang' for the
wicked, malicious and illegal pur- pose' of crushing, ruining and destroying the defendant, Carl C. Ma-- 1
gee, and driving him out of the
state, and out of the control of said
newspaper, because of his conduct
ind having published and opposed
the wicked acts and purposes of
"the gang" as above outlined; and
that In pursuance and furtherance
of said conspiracy and evil pur- poso, and to accomplish its ob- jects, this plaintiff had procured
by deceit and fraud the signature
comof the Journal Publishing
pany on the note of the defendant
and then brought suit on that not'
and other notes and endeavored tn
induce other persons to bring stii'
against the defendant, not in good
faith, or to collect its debts, hi
to destroy and get rid of the said
defendant , Magee, In furtherann;
and pursuance of the said conspiracy, and to accomplish or fur
thcr its evil purposes, and thus
protect nnd nsslst tho gang in ex
I'loitlng, Ioo'!"g and oppressing th
Pop'c, and keeping them in dii'
of Its evil acts and
s'rn.i.
13. That the .said statemon
and charges set out In paragrap'
''von and twelve, and each a'
n'l of them, were and nre falne
made and published by t
with I'
defendant
maliciously
evil purpose and design to injin
and defame this plaintiff and disgrace and degn de him in the ev '
of the pub ic, t the damage of '.hr
llaintlff In the sum of fifty ihon
fhr.d dollars ($.10,000,00), compi
fi.tcry and punitive, for which lif
prays Judgment.
and further
And for a third
!
cause of action the plaintiff
and
things sc
leges all tne matters
one
ana
tw
in
forth
paragraphs
of the first cause of .action and fur
tier alleges:on
1. That
and for some years
'

.

prior to tho 27th day of June, 1917, mutter meant to charge and cause
this plaintiff was and had been It to bo understood and believed
State that the plaintiff was Incapable in
president of the Holbrook

bank of Holbrook, Ariz., a corpoIn tho
banking
business in said state, nnri n stnr-kholder in said corporation, and on
tho said date thU plaintitf having
previously sold his stock therein,
resigned as such president, and his
successor was elected nnri asmm,.rt
possession of the office. That at
mo time aforesaid the said corporation was solvent and in sound
financial condition, but thereafter
nnd during the month of December, 1920, the said hank had become insolvent and failed.
14. That on the 9th
day of August, 191, the defendant, Carl C
Magee, composed and wrote and
both defendants
and
published
caused to bo published of nnd concerning the plaintiff in the aforesaid Albuqurrquo Morning Journal
Iho following matter,
"I am unreliable" and they do
not wish to taint themselves
by
dealing with me. Yet tho records
disclose the fact that no public
e
was iriven when .T M d- nolds ceased to bo president' of the
nuinrooK State hank and Louis
Kaynolds. his cousin. Wtia nulatl,,
substituted. The bank failed in a
few months."
15. That the defendants
by said

ration engaged

business and

and

occupation,
that tho said Holbrook
State bank
had become and was insolvent and
In a failing condition
under his
management, and that to avoid re-

sponsibility and the odium of haling conducted a bank to failure
and insolvency, this plaintiff hai
secretly resigned and caused another to be secretly substituted and
elected as president of the institution while the bank was in a failing condition and a short time before it finally failed.
16. That each and all the matters and charges as aforesaid published were false and maliciously
composed and published by the
defendants with intent and purpose to injure and defame the
plaintiff, and degrado and disgrace
him in his business and occupation
and umong tho public, to the damage of the plaintiff in the sum of
fifty thousand ($50,000.00) dollars,
for which ho prays Judgment.
Wherefore, the plaintiff pravs
Judgment against the defendants
for damages both comDensatorv
and punitive in the sum of fifty
thousand ($50,000.00) dollars, besides the costs of this action.
LAWRENCE F. LEE,
MARROJf & WOOD,
Attorneys ror Plaintiff.
.i.j.,
,
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Service
Read our advertisement in

next Thursdays Journal, it
tells all about

no-tir-

-

-

E X I D E

BATTERIES
-

A.Y

S12.50

Set of Dish.
en
FKKK
with every
coal or com
blnatlnii

r

,

--

lljil .....h

More s Stove Week

range this
week.

m.j

.

i,

t:

IF m EhUSSTED IN

A STOVE OF ANY
O SEE US

LIBERAL
TERMS
Small down
payment
balance like

rent.

KIND DON'T FAIL

Your Old Stove taken as First Payment
SETTING UP FREE

--

'

ills

Moore's Firepot Burns the Gas,
Smoke and Soot
In ordinary stoves it has never been
possible to
burn tho gas of soft eoal, and tho greater
pnrt of
lis heating power lias been lost. Moore's
Firepot is
constructed specially to burn nil the Gas, the Smoko
and the Soot of soft conl, making It as valuable for
heat as hard coal.

Perpendicular
to the top, on the,

flues extend
from the bottom
stile of the. fire, uox. These aro
connected by narrow slots with the inside. Tho nir
wh eh is admitted through llu draft slide Ls drawn
up the flues and discharged through the slots against
the shies of the coal; the heat frees the gnu from
iho conl, which immediately mixes with the air nnd
bursts into flume.
The smoke passing out of the
g
chimney Is white, showing that all the
miiinlitles In the coal have been consumed.
Tho
fire burns n round the sides of the firepot.' nnd Bind- There
iinlly consumes the ronl towurd the center.
are no amies nniwn me lire nnu tne pot, so Unit
a great hent radiates through the firepot.
In ordinary stoves theflre burns from the bottom
nnd center toward the top nnd outside; the gas is
driven up the chimney nnd wasted, and the ashes
and fuel prevent heat from radiating to the oven.
Through tho Invention nnd use of Moore'sIs Firepot
value of soft coal or slack
the
nearly
The cheniiesi grade of slock coal cun ba
doubled.
used in this stove with the sumo success and
as the best grade of lump.
heat-givin-

J

'

satis-facti-

FOR

HEALTH

Fit

HEATING

Heat by circulation not radiation.
The heater shown above will
warm a largo room, tvlll burn
any kind of fuel and will lust a
lifetime.

for SCHOOLS, STORES,
HALLS, LODGES and CIlt'KCH-EBall
Built like a furnace.
bearing grates.

IdOHi

S.

t

f

,

re-a-

HARDLY STRAIGIITE
VP
Ttrv.AM
VMnaira n ta overwork
ed or disordered and fail to throw
out waste matter from tne system
It causes aches pains, lame back
itlrlea anr InlntS. diZ7. '
.mnllnn
ness, floating, specks, etc. J.f W
new uul rv, viicoioi
kidneys and back hurt me so when
r or.t n,,t nf tied in the morning
up. Had
could
to rub tho small of my dsck ueiui-but
could
hardly
could walk. I
T hnven't
felt the
mn .linu
soreness since I took Foley Kidney
pills. Sold everywhere.

L
POLISHED BY SPECIAL MACHINERY
EACH ONE A MASTERPIECE
Glass oven door, oven thermometer and Mrs. Rorer
thermometer guide assure perfect baking.
The control damper and
cover take all
worry out of your work, while the slotted Are box
looks after your financial interest.
You won't be satisfied until you own a MOORE.
anti-scorc- h

COULD

1

hardly-straighte-

I

...

Attacks of Indigestion
"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets
have saved my life." writes Mrs.
' 1
Mo.
Maggie Coll, Golden City. so
I
bad
stomach
in
my
had pains
thought I could
doclot live. Our
tor said it was
congestion of the
tomach. I would
10 to bed perfectly well and wake
up in the night
as bad as I could
be and live. Our
it
said
doctor
would do no good
to give medicine
He
internally.
had to
medicine in my
arm. Since tak-n.

Handsomest and Handiest.
Moore's Base Burner will add to the appearance of
any home, no mutter how expensively it may be

furnished.

;

The PATENT ASH CARRIER, which enables you to
drop the ashes directly in to the cellar, Is found iu
Moore's Base Burner exclusive''.

parts are surface ground and fit together air.
tight. Mica doors nnd all joints are fitted with unusual care. Tho stove is under perfect control at
all times and there is absolutely no waste of fuel.
The firepot is straight and affords a Inrgo fire sur-faon the grate. The large circular flue is almost
entirely surrounded by hot metal, which makes an
extra largo heating .surface.
The heat is forced to the extremes of the bases in
such a way as to insure a free and unrestricted
flow of air. All gasses nre carried back into the
combustion chamber, so that every pnrtlclo of heat
value is utilized and all waste prevented.
All

ce

The peculiar construction of Moore's
Base Burner, with Its extra lurge heating surface, gives twice as much heat
as you can get from any other Base
Burner with the same amount of fuel.
And tho EXTRA HEATER PIPE enables you to heat your upstairs as well
as the lower floor with tho one stove.

THE EXCHANGE

120

West Gold Avenue
"BUY, SELL OR TRADE"
T. L. and E. L. McSPADDEN, Proprietors.

Phone 1111

inject

g

Chamberlain's
Tablets I can eat

anything 1 want
without
hurting
me." This form
of indigestion is
extremely painful
and often dangerous. By tak- ng Chamberlain's
Tablets after eating, and especially
when you have fulness and weight
in the stomach after eating, the
disease may be warded off and
avoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not
only aid digestion, but strengthen
and invigorate, .the stomach,
i

Take a Course That Will Give You Confidence

"Our Doubts Aro Traitors, and make us lose the good we oft might win by fearing to attempt."
4
If you are not prepared, you can't accomplish when the opportunity comes.
If you will visit this school we will prove to you that all our courses are thoroughly practical,
1
and that we teach business as you find it in a busy office. ,
DAT AND NIGHT SESSIONS in all departments.
L. A. MAY, manager.
B. I, HOSKINO, Principal. J

a

NEW YORK SMOTHERS CLEVELAND, 21 TO
YANKS LINE OUT

21 BUGLES

AND

National league,
V.

DEFEAT INDIANS

Pittsburgh

... .......

--

Louis
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago
St.

.82

Ij.
57
59

88
84

64
70

..7S

73

f8
"0

74
80

EDGE AS THE FINAL FULL WEEK
.93

--

54
58
73
72
74
80
90
94

......93

.....78

,

,.76

...72

71

Detroit

69
Si .05 Chicago
50 101 .331 Philadelphia
Speaker Uses Four Pitchers Philadelphia
,pl
In An Effort to Stop Foe's
Yesterdey's HesulW.
Yesterday's Kcsu!s.
Now York, 21: Cleveland, 7.
Bombardment; Senators Chicago,
Boston,
Washington, 8: Detroit, 2.
New York, 5; St. Louis, 2.
Defeat Tigers.
Cincinnati, 6; Brooklyn, 2.

.624
.518
.513
.493
.470
.396
.352

8;

(By The Associated
New York, Sept. 25.

New York

regained its full sama lead In the
American league today by defeating Cleveland, 21 to 7. New York's
score is the season's high record.
The Yankees knocked out Ray
Caldwell,
formerly New York
pitcher, inv the second inning, and
scored ten runs off Malls, a left
handor, la the two Innings he
pitched. Of the eight earned runs
scored on Mails, in the fourth inning, seven were scored before a
New Yon
player was retired.
was
Clark, a youngster, also Few-etpounded hard, Meusel and
hitting him for home runs.
Meusel's home run was his
and enabled him to tie
Williams of the St. IjouIs Browns
for second place to Ruth.
Carl Mays was hit hard at times,
but he always was in a position to
take things easy. It was his twenty-ser

Sf. Louis

Wliere TJiey Flnj.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.

Chicago

today, 3 to 2. It was Washington's
seventh straight victory. Score:
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
4
3

....

Cole,

d

xManion
Holding, p

3

4

.

0
0
0
0
0

4.0
0
3

.

.... 3
..21

.....

0

1

1
0
0

0
1

0
1

2

5
3
3
8

2
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

1
2
1

0
0

1
0

1
3
0
0
0
0
8
0
1
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
2
Totals ,.,..'.28
x Batted for Colo in eighth.
Washington.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
8
0
0
3
2
Judge, lb
4
3
3
0
0
4
2b
Harris,
0
0
1
0
3
0
Milan, If
1
3
1
0
1
3
Rice, cf
ixth
3
0
4
1
0
0
victory.
rf
1
1
A capacity crowd of 40,000 per- Goslin,
1
2
0
4
8b
sons saw the game. Rain fell at Shanks,
c . . 8 1 3 6 2 0'
Gharrity,
3
the
game:
intervals during
O'Rourke, sa . . 4 0 0 1 5 0
Cleveland.
0
1
0
1
4
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Zachary, p
B
lf-1
1
1
8
0
Jamieson,
Totals ......32 3 9 27 18 2
Wambsganss, 2b 5 0 0 42 50 00
By Innings:
0
0
3
cf
002 000 000 2
Speaker,
Detroit
100 100 lOx 3
Johnston, lb .. 2 12 11 06 00 00 Washington
Two-bas- e
Smith, rf
hits wooa-al- l,
Summary: Three-bas1
0
0
2
1
3
e
Gardner, 8b
hits Cole,
Veach 2.
2
8b
Stephenson,
Harris. Stolen
Gharrity 2, Zachary,
4 0 1 3 4 3 hnar.i
Sewell, ss
Sacrifice
Rim.
ifnrri.
4
0
0
1
1
Burns, lb
2. Rice.
Hits Off
2
0 Cobb, Young
0
0
2
0
Clark, p i.
Cole, 8 in 7; Holding, l in l. tut
O'Neill, c ...... 2 1 1 4 00 20 by pitcher Cms (Milan). Struck
1
0
0
2
phinault, c
out Zachary 1.
Caldwell, p .... 0 0 0 0 00 00
0
0
0
1
..
-Mails, p
0 FORT WORTH MAKES IT
0
0
1
0
8
Graney, If
THREE IN A ROW FROM
41 7 13 24 14 6
Totals
New York.
MEMPHIS CHAMPIONS
AB. R. H. PO. A. F.
0
0
2
1
1
5
Miller, cf
Freni.)
(By The Asuodi'-teUTomnhia Term Split. 25. Fort
Peckinpaugh, ss 68 2 3 10 02 10
If
win
1.1
Ruth,
0
0 Worth, Texas league pennantu.
1
1
2
1
maae it mree in iu
Fewster, If
0 ners, toaay
3
0
8
3
6
Momnhlo rlnh. Southern
Meusel. rf
ih.
0
0
2
3 15
S
the
Plpp, lb
champions, and
1 association
9
2
2
2
6
ana one,
Ward, 2b
0 count for the series tnree
zanmser
ior
McNally, 3b ... 4 32 J. 1 08 0 by pounding
Paul
3
Schang, c
hit. ntiii o 15 tn 4 victory
2
0
0
1
0
0
o
..
DeVormer,
game
0 over the Chicks in the fourth
2
0
2
8
5
.Via
Hpripil for the
Mnys, p
south.
the
of
44 21 20 27 16 2 baseball championship
Totals
Fort Worm now neeas oniy one
to gain the
By innings:
7 more game to its credit
000 410 002
Cleveland
21 HtL
0G2 803 12x
R. H. E.
New York
hits Mc- Fort Worth.000 321 03615 20 3
Summary: Two-bas- e
Jamleston
Johnson,
Nally, Mays,
..100 002 001
hits Meusel, Memphis
(2). Three-bas- e
Batteries: Pate ana naworin,
runs Meusel, Zahniser
Home
Miller.
and Hunling.
Fewster. Stolen bases Ward, De
Vormer. Sacrifice Mails. Double
RUNG DOWN IN
play Stephenson to Wambsganss CURTAIN
to Johnston. Base on balls Off
LEAGUE
INTERNATIONAL
4;
Mays, 3; Caldwell, 1; Mails, B In
Clark, 3. Hits Off Caldwell,
Baltimore, Md., Sept, 25. BaltiClark, 6
11-3- ;
Mails, 8 in 2
down
in 4. Struck out By Mays, 8; more and Jersey City rangInternathe
Caldwell, 1: Mails, 2. Losing pitch- the curtain today inDunn's
chamer Caldwell. Umpires Connolly, tional league, Jack
pions handing Jersey City7. a double
Owens, Dineen. Time, 2:25.
Balti8
to
defeat, 8 to 5 and
more closed the season with 119
AVnhington, 8; Detroit, 2.
Sept. 25. Wash- victories the most ever scored in
Washington.
110,
ington got within striking distance a league. The old record was
of third place by defeating Detroit made by the Chicago Cubs in 1906.

2

8 24

iwen-ty-four- th

....

....

.....3

Cuts Down Braves in Both
Session; Thomas, a Recruit Outfielder, Is the
Hero With the Stick.

110

10

....

....

11

Aaauolnied FreM.)
Chicago, Sept. 25. Red Thomas,
(By Th

at Boston.
at Philadelphia,

'

"Chicago's recruit outfielder from
Henryetta, Okla., was the hero in
the double victory of Chicago over
Boston today, each game going
twelve Innings. Thomas' single la
the last inning of the initial contest
sent two runs home for a victory,
and he started the rally In the last
BY AUSTRALIAN
inning of the second contest with a
double, and scored on a single by
Kelleher.
First game:
R- - H. E.
PLAYER Score: 100 010 000
J
0018 18
Boston.
Chicago 001 000 100 0024 14 1
and
Gowdy;
Batteries: Oesehger
Chicago, Sept. 27. William T. Alexander and O'Farrell.
Second game:
Tilden II, national tennis chamBoston
pion, playing the deciding match
AB. R; H. PO. .. K.
championship seof the
0
1
3
0
2
6
O.
Pnu'All
dofeated
J.
rf
was
by
ries today,
Anderson, of Australia, in a spec- Barbare. 2b.... 4 00 2.8
0
0
tacular contest.
Chrlstenbury, 2b 2
The match went five sets, the Southworth, rf . 6 1 1
2
6
thirty-s2
8
the
until
set
final
Cruise,
ixth
game was reached before Boeckel, 3b.... 4 0 01 63
0
me Holke, lb
victory came to Anaerson ana
1
4
0
6
The score: VnrA KK
western contingent.
3
0
2
c
O'Neill,
0
1
Previous to the final match, the Gibson, c
J 1 2
0
0
1
1
east and west divided the four Watson, p. . . .
matnhem nt thft rinv find evened UD Fillingim,
1 0 0 0 S
p....
0
1
0 0
2
the series four matches apiece.
Scott, p
matcnes:
Summary or otner
2
Vnshfill.
T4nwnrH
14
C!nr1aa
43 7 10x34
Totals . . .
Brooklyn," defeated Willis Davis,
x Grimes out, hit by batted ball,
San Francisco,
and two out when winning run
THrhnrrls. nt YonkerS. scored.
Of
.T.
B.
V V Hofonterl
Hawkes.
Chicago.
at?, h. h:po. a. e.1
Australia,
contest was Twombly, rf
8
The
7
was
4
the feature and darkness
ss
THrinn netted Hollocher,
6
2b...
Terry,
that
6
gave
the ball for the point
Deal, 3b....
Anderson victory.
Barber. If. .. 4 6
In the first set the champion Thomas, cf..
He
2 14
6
appeared to be in fine form.
Grimes, 10..
1
7'
5
dropped his opening service and O'Farrell, c
the next game, but. settled down Martin, p.. .... 1
1
and captured the next four. He zFlack
3
then took the set
Freeman, p
set
second
the
started
1
Andorson
zsKelleher
CmTTiefl.
.Via ftfet tVlTAA c
U.V nnnln.
VTl,i,it"a I'm
S
Whlln the chamnlon managed to
8 18 36 19
47
Totals
deuce the set, Anderson's place
z Batted for Martin in fourth,
In
ments proved tne uociumg iacior,
zi Batted for Freeman
and he evened the match by win- twelfth.
ning the set
By innings:
In the third set Anderson
iSoi2o mooi- -s
(rampn hffnra Tilden
Two-bas- e
took any. The Australian dropped
h't3,
Summary:
2 Hoi- the fifth, but then won the set
Twombly. Barbare. Grimes,
iiiuuma.
With the sets two to one for An- locner,
Hollocher, 2,
Sacrifices
Powell.
derson, Tilden squared the match
Barbare Grimes
Watson,
Boeckel,
difon the next set without much
w
Double play
ficulty,
tr
The final set proved to be a
"
2; filling"!!, B i,
rllmnx. Anderson won his ser rVf
in 4; Freeman, 5 in
Martin
vice at the opening and Tilden
.
thon did likewise, unis procedure , J
H by
Scott, 8 In,M-was followed until the set had
Pitcher By Mario?: Struck out;
hnn Hmiced manv times, but as Watson
(Thomas.
Anderson had first servicl he fre
Martin,
quently had the game advantage- By
and it was not until the twenty- 4.
ninth game, when, wltn tne Bcore
ep.
that Tilden broke through , St. Louis.
and won Anderson's service. An- &w
York to defeat sTLouis inwasa
returned the
derson, however,
nnmnlimtillt nnrt Vtttl Tilden'S er- - chlUy game. Meusel's hitting
Score:
vice. From then on, the players the feature.
repeatedly won eacn omer a
AB.K.H.PO.A,
5
i , ? 6
Burns, cf.

TILDEN BEATEN

Detroit.

Young. 2b
Sargent, 3b
Cobb, cf
Veach, It
Heilmann, rf .
Blue, lb
Tavener, es . .
Woodall, c
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Frisch, 3b
Young, rf
Kelly, lb
Meusel, If
Rawllngs, 2b
Snyder, o
Douglas, p
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GRAYS

The Grays will close their season this week, probably playing a
series here with Gibson, Manager
Padllla Is corresponding with the
Wichita, Kans., Western league
team, and ' it Is possible that thla
team may stop off here for a game
either this week or next, while on
their way to the coast. No definite arrangement has been made
as yet, however.
The score by Innings of the
game yesterday follows:
R' H E
000 000 000
200 046 12x

Grays

m--

J

jgfp

4

0

15 19

2
0

COAST IiEAGTJE.
Salt Lake,
Vernon,
Los Angeles,
Seattle,
San Francisco,
Portland,

leg eosL

1.

0--

8;

6;

your teeth zzA

your throat

tx&a
B129

7;

Oakland,

itftiAllotv

AB. K. H. PO. A. F.0
1

5

- .

1
CHIP

:

of Albuquerque,

1921.

dated

April 20,

East Central avenue, rom the
west line of High street to the west
line of Mulberry street.
Bids will be received on the fol.
lowing types of pavements:
.

(l)

concrete,
(2)
concrete,

single

course, plain

single

course, nlaln

WlUli

Now, therefore, upon the filing
this Commission nf an affi
davit showing that this certificate,
has been published as required by
law. tho said corporation shall b
dissolved.
The principal office of the said
corporation In this state Is at Albuquerque, and the name of the agent
in chares thereof and
service maybe made is W. V. Gano.'
With

.ISO. DI33.)

In Testlmonv Whereof. th fitata,
Commission of the
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused
this certificate to be signed by its
Chairman and the seal of said Commission, to be affixed at the City of
Santa Fe on this 20th day of September. A. D. 1921.
BONIFACIO MONTOYA,
(Seal)
Acting Chairman.
Attest:
JUAN J. ORTIZ,
Assistant Clerk.
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
In the Matter of the Estate of Mary
Elizabeth Peak, Deceased,
Notice is hereby
given that
James Henry Peak, Administrator
of the Estate of Mary Elizabeth.
Peak, deceased, has filed in the,
gutter.
808 Lin. Ft. single track car line. Probate Court of Bernalillo County,
New
Meyinn. hfa ffnnl mnnrf nm
756 Lin. Ft. double track car
such Administrator and the Court
line.
1840 Cu. Yds. earth excavation. nas appointed Monday, the th day
of November, 1921. as the day for
1790 Sq Ft. cement sidewalks.
t
obiections. if anv
The total estimated cost is 45, hearing
to the approval of said final rcrv:t
701.00.
ana
AC.
tne
ct
enscnargo
said
Bidders will state the number of
weather working days in which
" ".
, f
mv
Witness
hnml
to
ip
whole
complete the
they propose
said Probate Court this H,:.i uay of
of the above work.
The city reserves the right to ac- jaopiemuer, iszi.
FRED crot.-'-t- t,
(Seal)
cept or reject any or all bids.
i rf.
Clerk of Said I tn ate
Each bidder will be required to
deposit with the City Clerk to the HELP TH EM II ELI 1 'IFRSt I V
oredit ot the City of Albuquerque,
When
consider
without indorsement, a certified continuous,younever-inteupu-- i work
check of deposit in the sum of ten demanded of the
kidneys ym do
per cent (10) of the total amount not wonder that they
must
have
bid, as a guarantee that he will file help occasionally to filter and cast
all bonds required and enter into out from the blood stream
tha
contract, if awarded to him, ac waste matter that forms
poisons
cording1 to the terms of his bid, and acids if
to
remain,
permitted
within ten days after the certificacausing backache, rheumatic pains.
tion of the award. Should the con- etlff
sore
dizziness.
Joints,
muscles,
tractor fail to file bonds in an apspecks, sallowness and irproved surety company or enter noating bladder
action. Foley Kidinto a contract with the City of Al- regular
relief promptly. Sold
ney Pills
buquerque, then the certified check everywhere.give
shall become forfeited as .iquidated
The record of Hughey Walker
damages, and the money realized
therefrom bo turned into the treas- shows that the Kansas City battler
has engaged in ninety-nin- e
fights
ury of tho City of Albuquerque.
without ever winning or losing on
JAMES N, GLADDING,
a
foul.
City Manager.

(8)

single course, reinforced concrete,
(4)
single course,
concrete,
Bitulithlc on
(5) l4-lnc- h
asphaltio base.
BItulIthio on
(6)
concrete base,
(7) Car tracks of penetration
macadam.
(8) Car tracks of reinforced concrete,
i
The following is an estimate of
the work to be done as complied by
the City Engineer:
7133 square yards paving.
150 Lin. Ft. curb.
... Lin. Ft. gutter.
2678 Lin. Ft. Comb, curb and

i
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Double

J. Hornby.
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4.
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8.

rBtVucT'out-Hai- nes
4.
Douglas
3,
.

ClncinnaU, 6; Brooklyn,

first and
iu.wS b.tad "hard U theCincinnati
h?rdainning. today and
double
won from Brook lyn . A
header was to was cancelled W
eame
K,,f
wet grounds,
E
000 101- -2 10 1
Brooklyn
0
Cincinnati ...808 000 10x- -1 Uand
MilJus, Ruether
Batteries:
Taylor; Luque and Hargrave.

.00

ELLER AND OTEER0 TO
MEET IN FINALS FOR
ROSENWALD GOLF CUP
,
1T11a
k
t- - r
find TftTitf OtfifO
wUl meet next Sunday in the final-

ist play for the Rosenwaldw golf
xney iuibvu oft at noon
tropny.
i
.tAiiniitf
after a series of exciting matches
at tne country ciud uuhhk uiv uj.
Coora, Jr.. beat Pr. J. R. VanAtta

A.
irllpt downed Leo
nineteen hole,
Murphy. one. up after
n .i
,i,M. .in
oeai
Otero
jom
--a
. j
TTtrum - Harkenhoff
ana
mui
defeated Tlerney four up and two.

o"''

-

Weiller
BeejcSimiini
N. M.
212 W. Central Ave.
Albuquerque

Will Reopen Tuesday Morning
at 9:30 a. m. In Full Blast with
Greater Bargains than Ever
The Bargain Counters and Bargain Racks have all been loaded down
with fresh Bargains. If you value a dollar act at once and be on hand
promptly at 9:30 a. m. Tuesday when you can positively .

Convert your $1 into $5 worth of merchandise
For particulars and price list read page add Tuesday

s,
hum
In the
from Coors one up while Otero disthree
up and
Herkenhoff
of
posed
semi-nnai-

WHITE MOTORS

WIX-Detroi-

t,

Mich., Sept. 25. White
of Cleveland, won the classMotors,
a
n. R111.VBU1 natinasl baseball - federation championship today by de
feating Risaon creamery,6 tooia
and
trolt, in a double-heade- r,
7 to 6.

KILLED IN AUTO ACCIDENT.
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 26. Ray-Weloh, Pasadena, Calif., was InAMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
stantly . killed and J. E. George,
Kansas City,
of Omaha, a prominent realtor,
At Toledo, J;
was fatally injured when the autoMilwaukee,
At Columbus,
mobile In which they were returnto
St.
Omaha
a
At Louisville,
from business trip
Paul,
ing
At Indianapolis,
plunged into a ditch, near FairMinneapomont, Neb., today.
lis,
4.

0;

0.

7-- 3;

9;

1

Several Big Stocks Combined Under One Roof at

1

Haines, p
Sherdel, p
xHeathcote .

tow York
I,
StSummarV:

United States Bankrupt Court.

2

lb

Hornsby, 2b

1

12 27 17.

two.

WESTERN LEAGUE.
At Wichita,
Des Moines,
At Oklahoma City, 2: Omaha,
At Joplin, 2; Sioux: City, 5.
At Tulsa, 1; Bt. Joseph, 0.

bt.

Sh

CtnrV.

B

5
......40
ixmis.

olV,
dlltlll'l vt
Fournier,

Dan Padilla's men had little
trouble in disposing of the Old
Town Stars yesterday afternoon,
shutting them out completely
whilg the Grays romped around
the sacks fifteen times.
Gomez, the Santa Fe Importation, did not have to extend himself, and allowed only four hits.
He was never In danger of allowing a score on the part of the
man
Stars, only one
reaching
third.
Gomez made good use of his famous fast ball, uBing it throughout the game with the exception of
three or four times when he essayed a curve. He struck out sixteen men.
The Grays played errorless ball
throughout, while the Stars also
a nice fielding game, having only two errors marked up
against them.
Alvarez, pitching for the Old
Town Stars, performed nicely until the sixth Inning, , when the
Grays began to hit him heavily,
and he retired in favor of Cucero.
Lucero allowed three runs in the
two Innings which followed.
The feature of the game was
In one
Gallegos'
Inning Teen exhibited his speed by
from
making his way unassisted
first to second, and later on to

Sacramento,
:

SUCCEEDS

o,

Stock Sold By the

2 1
0
1
1 13
0
4
4
1
4
0
1
1

o

... ..

TO

Stars

-

-

"

D(Vii,LW4i

third.

jp vfw

JESSE GUILFORD

Sealed proposals will be received

at the office of the City Clerk of
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex-icuntil 2 o'clock p. m. on Wednesday, October 5th. 1921, for paving, curbs, gutters, storm sewers,
grading and all necessary incidentals or appurtenances thereto, on
the following named street in accordance with the provisional order
by the City Commission of the City

'

base-runnin- g.

flMfleHdoqs

(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
New York anticipates
25. New Chicago.
York, Sept,
York's teams possess the advant- little trouble in its three games
age as the final full week of the with Philadelphia, but may find
major leacue baseball season be- harder going in its single games
and
gins. The Yankees' victory over with St. Louis, Washington
Cleveland today makes it impera,-tiv- e Boston.
St. Louis and Washington
The
for the Indians to turn the Americans are
for third
tables tomorrow or give New York place. The Brownsbattling
are
a lead that will be difficult to over- ball but the Senators'playing good
pitching
come. The Giants increased their staff is going strong.'
Washington
lead to three games today, and won Its seventh straight
togame
Pittsburgh has only a slim chance day. Boston Is trying to finish In
of capturing the honors.
the first division after having been
Records of the New York and fifth for two seasons.
Cleveland
American teams last
Detroit ia certain of sixth
week reveal that In six games each one step better than last year.place,
Chiteam scored thirty runs on fifty cago's seventh
plate position is Its
hits. The New York pitchers were lowest since 1914.
while Philadel- hlt a trifle harder. Cleveland may phia trails for the seventh succes- have an opportunity to make up aive year,
ground after the New York series
In the National
New
when four contests are played with York has slowed upleague.
somewhat
while Pittsburgh appears to have
regained form. The pirates have
four games to play with St. Louts,
which has a firm hold on third
place. All teams from St. Louis
down will finish in the positions
they hold. Boston has Jumped
from seventh place, which it held
S last year, to fourth place. Tht
Brooklyn champions
dropped to
fifth place. Cincinnati
dropped
from third to sixth place and Chicago from fifth to seventh. PhilaAS GOLF
delphia finished last for the third
straight season.
The week's record, including
games of September 24, follows:
(By The Aatoclnled Freii.)
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 25. PutNational.
P. W. L, R. H.
ting with magical skill, and play4
1
3 20 47
New
most
his
York
shots
almost
of
other
ing
8
4
2 11 34
Jesse Guilford, "The Pittsburgh
perfectly,
5
1 34 85
4
Boston Siege Gun," superseded St. Louis
4 34 66
6
2
Charles Evans of Chicago as na- Boston
3
6
3 10 42
tional amateur golf champion as Brooklyn
3 30 B5
3
6
a result of his victory over Rob- Cincinnati
5
4
1 S3 58
ert Gardner of Chicago, here yes- Chicago
6
5 20 52
7
1
6.
and
terday,
Philadelphia
'
Guilford's
American.
string of birdies,
which was broken at the tenth cup,
r. w. R. H.
6
4
30 50
is believed to be a record.
He New York
B
3
30 60
unleached some wonderful playing Cleveland
5
8
on the sixth, seventh, eight and St. Louis
44. 84
6
6
27 E4
ninth holes, scoring four birdies. His Washington
5
44 96
9
BoRton
play all day was marvelous.
6
21 62
1
Gardner's long drives lacked ac- Detroit
8 35 76
9
1
curacy. The former title holder's Chicago
8
4
4 31 70
work was weak, and his play on Philadelphia
the greens ragged.
A huge gallery followed the
DAN SHEA IS WINNER.
match.
Jersey City, N. J.. Sept. 25. Dan
Details of a clever Joke were Shea, New York fireman and reptold at the golfers' party last night. resentative of the Pastime Athletic
During the tournament, it was an- club, today won the A. A. U.
nounced
that "Miss Dorothy
championship with 0,849,-33- 8
Chambers, woman champion of
points. Brutus Hamilton, UniIreland," would bo seen on the versity of Missouri, former chamlinks in a mixed foursome.
pion, did not compete this year.
New.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS

.

.

LJ xVMEft

Indians Must Win Today or Give the Yankees
a Lead That It Will Be Difficult to Overcome; Giants Tighten Their Hold; Pirates
Have Only a Slim Chance of Winning.

LEGAL NOTICES
State of New Mexico, State Corpo.
ration Commission of New Mex
ico. Certificate of Filing,
United States of America. State of
New Mexico, ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that there
was filed
for record in the off leg
of the State Corporation Commis
sion of the State of New Mexico, od
the twentieth day of September,- A
D. 1921, at 10:30 o'clock a. m. bjn
the Mossman, Gano & Slpple, Inc.,
a corporation organized under the
laws of New Mexico, a duly executed consent in writing that said
corporation be dissolved; end this
Commission holno- aoHafjoA tho all
of the requirements of Sectior 19,
raexico statutes Annotated
Codification 1915, relating to the
vnlllntnFv
InenlnttAn n
.
MAMna J
yuviaHons, have been
duly complied

vmi

BY15T00SCDRE

'

THE SEASON IS USHERED iH

SWIMMIJfG RECORDS SET.
New York,
Sept. 25. Eight
swimming records, five world and
three American, were set in an
open meet in a twenty-fiv- e
yard
pool at Brighton Beach today. The
record performers were Miss Charlotte Boyle, of New York: Norman
Ross, of Chicago, end, relay teams
of the Women's Swimming association of New York.

3;

Totals

.

'
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Pet.
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New York
Cleveland
Mi St. Louis
.527 Washington
.497 Boston
.617
.598

.45S

BOTH GAMES OF

American League.

Pet.

IN THIRD CONTEST OF SERIES

7,

HEW YORK'S TEAMS POSSESS THE

CHICAGO TAKES

!E DOPE COLUtf
New York
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BEAUTY CHATS
Bf Edna Kent

Slender ankles are so much
sought alter that beauty shops In
London and Paris actually have
machines for making the ankles

II

Dr.

,y v
ill

isira

F. Langworthy and H. Q.
Barott of the office of home economics, United States department
of agriculture in Washington, have
recently concluded a series of experiments with a woman subject in
connection with a respiration
to measure the energy expenditure in doing household work.
An Important feature of the deand
vice is a chamber with
heat-prosmall
walls. Several
in
walls
the
provide for
openings
the passago of air pipes, water
pipes nnd wires for electric current. The circulation of air within
the chamber is maintained by a
rotary air pump driven by an electric motor of 8 horse power.
The government tests revealed
that less arduous tasks such as sewing, darning, knitting evolved an
expenditure of nine calories an
hour in excess of the heat output
when the subject relaxed in a chair.
The heat output when the subject
rested formed the basis of com
parison. More laborious activities
of housework required increased
expenditure of energy.
Sweeping was done on the bare
floor of the chamber with a broom.
thirty-eigcomplete strokes being
made each minute.
In the floor
washing experiment a dry cloth and
empty pail were used while the
woman on her knees did the work
by the old method, making eighty
five short rubs of the cloth on tne
floor in 50 seconds, wringing the
cloth in the pail for 10 seconds.
Forty calories an hour were used
for this work alone, proving that
this form of work is greater in
energy expenditure than sewing or
.knitting or darning. Moreover tne
we of water lifting and wringing
a wet cloth would mean an increased energy expenditure.
toil" is the correct
"Laborious
lasBification for doing laundry
work by old methods as the energy
output in washing hand towels,
rubbing them on a scrub board
and wringing each one for 15 sec
onds, called foi- 49.6 calories per
hour.
C.

calor-imet-

wf!

v

v

Silk stockings improve tho ankles'

appearance.

who feigns mannlshness in her attire, is not a pleasant thing to see
for hours at a time.
The main
thing is to give good service and
if curls are becoming, and you are
not conspicuous for having them,
by all means wear them.

THE WOMAfl HE MARRIED
By JANE PHELPS.
DICK TALKS OF SENDING
Jl'NIOH AWAY

Chapter 97
I entered upon my contract with
Not
Mrs. Hlbbard with delight.
even Dick's indifference could take
away the Joy I felt in being able
to earn so large a sum toward our
new home. Then too I loved the
work, the rich dainty stuffs, the
mingling of colors to get certain
results. It was often like painting

'a picture.
Then she was so enthusiastic
over everything I did. And she
made things very easy for me. The
days I spent in her home she Invariably sent her car for me, and
always had me driven home. Thus
the Spring days passed.
The house was well under way.
We had adhered to our original
idea of a modest but convenient
home. The only change had been
of my making, and that a simple
one a large bow window in Dick's
study. He was to have the sunniest! pleasantest room in the
house in which to write his stories,
and then his novel, which he had
long planned, should be written
when he could afford to take the
time.
Like most wives I had unbounded faith in his ability to succeed.
When we were first married I had
used to complain because he didn't
make money fast enough. I had
learned my lesson, that he would
have been successful had I allowed
him to' be, even then. Perhaps it
gave me even more confidence In
him now. But be that as it may,
I was sure that his unwritten novel would, when it appeared, be the
best seller of the year.
So I was pleased when he said
the plans for the house suited him
even though we might have been
a bit more extravagant. I could
hasten the time when his novel
would be written by taking more
work, and saving the money
against that time when no stories
would bring occasional checks, because he would use the time for
his book.
All this while Juan it a was on Intimate terms with us. She came
over nearly every day. Dick often
walked home with her, and some-- ,
times would remain for an hour
or two. They also took long walks,
just as thoy had the year before,
but now I was seldom asked to
accompany them. If I gave it a
thought it was to blame myself
because my invariable reply had

-
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"You run along! I'm too busy."
Tet I tort of missed not being
asked.
It was the sort of a feeling I
once heard a woman speak of
"I know it is foolish to love my
husband to compliment me, say
I'm pretty and all that, when I
know I am not. But it gives me
uho a nice warm cuddly feeling
around my heart I can't help wanting him to do it."
I was slowly missing that "warm
cuddly, feeline around my heart"
without knowing what it was I
missed.
I had frown very
when Juanlta was around
She and Dick seemed to have so
I would sit
much In common.
quietly at times and listen to their
talk of books ana people wno naa
written them, but oftener I left
them alongT They didn't seem to
need me.
Juanlta continued to dress with
varied, but always bewildering
Whatever else one
achievement.
did, the never could ignore Juan- -

Ita.. I often caught Dick's eyes
fixed on her, admiration in their
But I admired her too,
depths.
and used openly to say so, declarher-th- e
most seductively fasciing
creature I had ever met. It
nating
was a- continual source of suprise
that so much personality, so much
temperament could bo encompassed in one woman.
Ono day Dick surprised me by
saying:
"Nan, don't you think it time
Junior was sent ojvay to school?"
"Sent away!
Why, aren't the
public schools all rlRht?"
"Yes, and no. When we could
not afford it, I didn't give it a
thought, ButI should like him to go
to a boys' school near here, of
course, where he could come home
for the holidays, and we could perhaps run to see him occasionally.
He must be fitted for college. If
we can't afford to send him, he
may be man enough to earn his
own way."
I hadn't thought of parting with
him, not for years. Tho tears came
at the thought. Junior and I had
grown very close. He often Bat
with mo while T, worked, and we
would talk of things in which a boy
is interested, ball games, tennis, et
cetera, his lessons too, the things
His boy
he liked and disliked.
friends were my friends.
"Dad 19 too busy writing stories,
but Mother will like you to come
and see her," he told one of his
chums. Junior was very fond of
hi3 father, very proud of him, but
they weren't very chummy as they
used to be. I tried to find the reason, and one day thought I had hit
upon it.
"Junior doesn't like to be with
his Father when Juanlta is with
him," I said to myself. Like all
growing boys he was awakard,
gauche at times, and she might
make him feel embarrassed,
-
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ELECTRIC MEAL

Puffy Omlet with Asparagus Tips

Cuban Salad
Tea
Tea Dainties
Putty omelet: Two1 eggs, salt
and pepper to taste,
tablespoon
water, 1 teaspoon blotter.
While one pint of water boils on
high heat, tho omelet is prepares
by beating egg yolks, add seasoning and water. Beat egg whites,
add tho yolks, turn the mixture in
hot buttered sauce pan. The pint
of water boils in 15 minutes, then
the cooker is put on medium or
half heat. The principle of egg
cookery is slow cooking at moderate temperature, but this two-eg- g
omelet will cook in five minutes. It takes just 21 minutes to
serve this luncheon to make tea and
cook the omelet; the salad should
be made beforehand by peeling and
slicing chilled bananas into a glas3
bowl.
Scatter chopped neanuts
and bits of tart Jelly over the fruit.
Make a syrup of two tablespoons
each of lemon juice, sugar and
grape juice, pour over fruit and
set in refrigerator until needed,
serve on lettuce with mayonnaise.
Tea dainties in electric oven:
Two cups of flour, 1 teaspoon
salt, 4 teaspoons baking powder,
cupful milk, 4 tablespoons fat,
1 teaspoon cinnamon.
Sift all the dry Ingredients together and cut In fat; add the milk1
and stir very gradually. Place
teaspoonful of mixture in bottom
of small gem pan. Then add
paste, k
teaspoon marshmallow
stoned date and a few chopped wal1
teaspoonnuts. Over this drop
ful of the dough and bake In small
electric oven 12 to 15 minutes.
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The Young
Mother
rrYouth

with its vitality
for the young
mother's health and happiness. But later maternal
experiences bring a different result. The care of a
family, multiplied household
duties, and very often the
weakness caused by woman
ly disease, tend to prolong
the suffering and to make
convalescence a slow and weary
process. Many women perhaps
your own neighbors have had
beneficial experience with Dr.
makes

Electrical trade men see indications that the subject of lighting
the home is coming Into Its own.
Much more attention is now being
given this question, Illuminating
engineers say, than was ever before
the case. So widespread are the
evidences in question that the prediction of some remarkably attractive dwellings within the next ten
years, when building is again mil
versai, is considered amply justi
fled.
Just as it is now a foregone con
clusion thnt a goodly percentage of
new homes built during the ensuing decade will be of thv
type, so It Is also believed the
lighting of those new homes will
produce astonishing and artistic re
sults.
Meanwhile, experts are pointing
out with new vigor the importance
of adequate lighting, the delight of
artistic lighting, and the ease with
with which both may be obtained
In these davs of hiehlv efficient elec
trio lamps. A common bollef-afthpublic, that to properly light i
house by electricity is very expen
slve, is shattered by an analysis of
the matter.
It is shown that a moderately
large house can be finely lighted
from 5 to 10
for a sum varying
cents a day. It is alfro declared
that those who build their own
homes can both Install and maintain an ideal lighting system for 10
cents a day less than the price of
a cigar and particularly less than
the cost of an ice cream delicacy

)

HOUSEWORK

at the fountain.

Pierce's Favorite Prescription
which prepares the prospective
mother. It promotes the appetite, ends nervousness
and
sleeplessness, and gives a consciousness of buoyant health. It
is unexcelled as a strength-givin- g
tonic for mothers during the
period of convalescence. This
Favorite Prescription was used
by Dr. Pierce with great success over 50 years ago. It's still
good today. Ask your neighbor!

San Antonio, Texas.
"One of my daughters has
two 'Favorite Prescription'
babies of whom she is very
proud. She was In very
for eight
poor
years could scarcely get
around and was not able
to do her housework. Docto
toring did not seem she
B'inally
help her.
started to take Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription and
that medicine restored her
to perfect health. The

health

are fine and
babiesand
she had prac-

healthy
tically no suffering. Best
of all she Is In better-healttoday than ever before, thanks to Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription."
MRS. SARAH WHITLKY,
307 Sharer St.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
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school. She should weigh about
110 pounds.
Worried Blonde: If you cannot
keep from growing round shouldered and feel that you must retain
the present proportion, you should
Join a gymnasium and learn all the
exercises thnt will counteract this
The great advantage
tendency.
here lies In the fact that in taking

,
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Blue Eyes: A girl of 15 years of
age is not too young to. enter high

1

Forbes.

SPENT

slender. It is done by some sort
of baking process which melts the
superfluous fat from the ankles,
but it doesn't sound the least bit
comfortable. The ankles usually
aa the body
will grow slender
grows slender, though this is not
an invariable rule.
The continuous wearing of high
heels will quite often make the ankles thick by putting a strain on
certain little muscles along the
sides and lower part of the leg.
Moderately low heels are always
the best choice. High shoes will
sometimes wear away a deposit of
fat around the ankles, but on the
other hiiiyl hey have 80 n"1"? dls
advantages that they should never
be worn when a low Oxford can
be worn instead. Thanks to the
recent fashion for wool hose Oxfords can now be worn far into the
winter months.
Silk stockings will make the ankles look slim because the weave
of the silk shadows the outline of
the ankle and makes it appear
much more slender. Black stockings will make the ankles look
slender because black has this effect, while white will make them
them look thicker.
also
exercises
Leg developing
tend to reduce the ankles and to
of
the
leg, and
round out the calf
a vigorous massage of the ankles
with the hands has often done wonfat
der in breaking up a deposit of
There is no
around the ankles.
mectal massage motion required.to
It is merely a vigorous rubbing
break up the fat particles that
fnm an undaslrabla laver round
the lower part of the leg.

been:

AW

AS HANDSOME AS THEY COME

Monday.
Bridge club meeting at home o!
exercises with others they become Mrs,
Downer,
George
sport, and will thus afford relief
from your work.
Interested Reader: All of the
Autumn colors will be becoming to
ENERGY
you. These will include the yejipw
you prefer, though a dork shade of
this color will be best for your
type. Business girls today dress
for the office much the same ns
they do for any simple occasion.
The severely tailor made woman,

BUM LOOKING ANKLES.

Page Five
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'Hie artist's impressions of Wallace Held.
Wallace P.eld, the man who can a story he is In the middle of anmake any girl forget for a couple other anecdote and you immediate
of hoars the fellow who pays for Iy forget your brilliant thought and
you have chatted and
her movie tickets, is hard to Inter- finally, after
laughed with him for an hour or
view. It is not because he is tem- so
and walked out without even
peramental, far from It, nor because He Is averse to interviews. It hearing hirn play his saxaphone,
which is lying right beside him, you
is just because when
you meet realize
what has put Wallace
"Wally" you don't care about how Reid onJust
top as a leading screen
old ho is or where ho started or
his
comedian,
personality.
when or how or what is his favorMr. Reid is really a director by
ite color tie. or how ho eats his
acts
because the publio
but
choice,
Instead you meet a
spaghetti.
work. His last
handsome man who starts in being likes his comedy made
for release
however,
so very amusing and clever that picture,
is
in
a
heavier nature.
the
of
fall,
you Just sit back and let him enter- It Is "Peter Ibbotson."
tain you as he will.
But, of course, with such an Informal meeting ns Wally stages one
can't help but glean a few real facts
about him. He is a huge man, and
THE
looks much larger off the screen
than on. lie Is six foot two without
bedroom slippers, and weifths 202
In a gladiator's costume. The only
of his
time he ever complains
height Is when he travels in Mr.
Pullman's cars.
Hb has had a varied rarcer and
after hn tells of his experiences as
a reporter and cartoonist, the inSTUDIO
terviewer and artist begin to feel
Be Photographed This Tear
as If lie should really "do" his own1
on Your Birthday.
When you get ready
assignment.
Pbone 820 Room 5, Grant Bid.
to ask him to do a sketch or write

,

Albuquerque

An old, vacant, decaying church building is no advantage to any city. A
live, working, growing church, in a neat, presentable building Is an asset to
any community. Such a scene as the former has greeted our eyes for a number years on North Third Street. The Nazerene Church is buying this property and we plan to convert it into a place like the latter within a few weeks.
We are getting this church building and four lots at less than it would
cost to erect the building alone. Our Church is entering into this with a
heroism and sacrifice seldom seen. We could finance this without help if we
had time; but it is a cash consideration, and we only have until November
6th to put it over.
Many of our friends are giving us a helping hand, and in as much as
other churches of the City have at some time been before the public for aid,
and since the rabilitation and improving of this property will be an asset to
the City, we are also coming to you.
We shall greatly appreciate any assistance you may give us at this time,
and pledge to the community the very be6t service we can render in every
way.

BOARD OF THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARINE
L. L. Gains, Pastor, A. J. James, F. G. McCabe, O. L. Williams,
Winkle, C. J. Rhodes, A. D. Marksbury '

'

Arthur C.

might be permanently affixed to
some one's else freehold, but fortunately a dealer told me about
'ekxits' or 'places for lights'
"Yes," interpolated Mr, Blake

hopefully, for his wife was now
busy serving coffee.
"Well," Siio continued, "he said
to have our local electrician put in
an elexit, which Is a new kind of
an outlet then the fixture could br
very easily hung and Just as easl'v
dipconnectcd when wo move and we
take It with us."

Try a Journal Want Ad.

rs;si!

The Weshngh ouse Automatic
Electric Rasie e Which Turns the

Current Off and On

INSTALL ELEXITS AND
RAINY WASH DAY IS
TAKE THEM WITH YOU
NO CALAMITY WITH AN
ELECTRIC FAN HANDY "Have' you heard about this new

Electric fans have always been
considered useful In the summer
but after the season was over they
were put away on the shelf during the winter until some one discovered that they were useful distributors of heat on cold days,
when placed near a radiator. The
meter man who reads the household meter found another new
use for the fan and he relates the

following story:
"In making my regular rounds
one dark and drizzly day in late
October, I called at Mrs. Blank's
house where the meter is located
in the attic. I went up alone and
before I could flash my light, I
felt the cold clammy embrace ol
what I took to be the family ghost,
but which proved to be a part of
the family wash hung up to dry.
But it was not drying as I discovered when I unwound myself from
the clammy Jheet. After recording
Jf cur.
the month's consumption
rent I went downstairs and encountered Mrs. Blank herself and
it occurred to me to inquire how
long this process of attlo drying
took. She said that the wash had
hung there for twenty-fou- r U hours.I
dry?"
"Why don't you fan
asked, with a sudden inspiration.
"I remember seeing an electrio fan
here last season."
She thought I was Joking until
I Induced her to produce the fan
from the closet shelf to which It
had been relegated for the winter.
It was only a matter of aof minute
boxes,
or so to put it on a pile
'SCHOOIi DAYS, SCHOOL DAYS" plug It into an overhead socket and,
tim aii r.mnmhnr the old SOnK start its breezes blowing across the
about school day being golden rule WOt WftSlle
"Let it' run for three hours and
days? It Is wrong to seno. a cougn-in-to
then examine the clothes." I sugsneezing, spitting child
school to spread disease germs gested. On my next visit Mrs.
told
among other llttls ones. Common Blank with a beaming smilearticle
colds are infectious." Protect your me how thoroughly every
own and other little ones with had been dried and within the time
;
limit I had set."
Foley's Honsy and Tar. This safe
and
family remedy checks Boughs
mucuous
and
loosras
phlegm
colds,
and coats raw, irritating memft: V.
branes with a healing, soothing
;
medietas. Sold syerywhert,
g,

Advertise in the Morn
ing Journal

'

Mrs.
word 'elexits?' " Inquired
Blake of her husband. "I Just had
to buy a center fixture for the living room of the house we've rented
for the summer, so I got one of
those new ones with a deflector
that sends light rays upward and
a disc below that protects the eyes
from glare. I had no idea there
was so much glare in the average
home until it was demonstrated to
me. This new fixture eliminates
glare but still I didn't want to
spend money for a fixture that

the
Investigate
Electric
Federal
Washer. The machine of no regrets
J

The pleasure of drinking

onecupott
HILLS tiROS.

""RED CANCOFFEE '
1 is
greater thancould be jf
If supplied by many cups:
or ordinary coffee;

jl
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC WARE PROVIDES MODERN WAYS
FOR MODERN HOMES.

'

One of the most necessary bf these is the Westinghouse Electric Range. It
comes in the Automatic or
and in a style for every home. The
one above is the Type 1 9B and in a kitchen, any housewife will be proud of
it. Aslc for free booklet
non-automat- ic

3--

XWHAT MRS. CARTER SAYS ABOUT IT.)

A Ibuquerque Gas &x Electric Company
"At Your Service."

Phone 93

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Pajre Six
er under the Dlai regime there was order and the
nation progressed with great rapidity. Had it been
a more benevolent despotism It might not have been
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
succeeded by the turmoil that ensued.
Published By
Yet the internal disorder which has marked the
JOURNAL PCBLISIUNG COMPANY
CARL C. MAGEE.
hundred years of Independence is not surprising
D. A, MACPHERSON.
President.
?c1eiri when the mixed character of the population Is conD. A. MACPHERSON
...Business Manager sidered. Three-fourtof the people are of Indian
CAfcL C. MAUKK
blood, either pure or mixed. Naturally Ignorance
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON
Marouette Hide.. Chicago. III. prevails. Yet the natural resources of the country
RALPH II. MULLIGAN. .48 E. 42d St.. New York offer great possibilities. The centennial celebration
Entered as eecond-clas- s
matter at the pnstofflce marks more the lapse of time than great political
of Albuquerque, N. M under act of Congress of advancement,
though progress commercially has
March 17. 1879.
been made, of course. It Is to be hoped that en
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
trance on the second century will usher in an era
Dai
by carrier or by mail, one month. 85c
of stability and quiet
refirlv. In advance, tn.uo.
A cessation from revolution and a turning to
"The TVloniiiiit Journal has a higher circulation
rating than in accorded to any other paper in New ward industry would make Mexico's second hun
American
Directory. drod years greatly in contrast with the first.
Newspaper
Mexico," The
The only iioper in New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OK THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
PROTECTION FOR THE GENEROUS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
to
news
credited
of
use.
all
for
the
Rev. Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, reformer, says that
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
promoter and solicitors of many "antl" societies
the local news published herein.
MONDAY
September 26, 1921 have mulcted thousands of dollars from people
scared by "futurist paintings of dreadful laws," and
kept a good deal of the money. Probably he i
A CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT
right. The land Is full of gullible people. But not
all of them are "liberals" who empty their purses
The decision of the ehlefs In the recent
election to conduct a campaign free from the to fight "blue laws" that threaten only In the minds
nan rt i
mnnAV Vni A loniT atnn forward ill of the collectors. Americans are such free givers to
clvio decency. Not only was It better morals but It all kinds of causes that they may be victimized right
and left, often, though not dishonestly, by people
proved the more effective method of campaigning.
However, Isolated cases of Improper methods actually concerned for conferring benefits on the
come drifting to the Journal's ears. Many of them needy of one kind or another.
A stop should be put to haphazard movements
not entitled to belief; somo have a coloring of fact;
calling for money donations.
They are fruitful of
a few seem susceptible of proof.
waste and extravagance and sometimes of graft.
At Santa Fe, some local group raised a
anm tf mnnAv nnd srtent it imnronerly. There can be no more legitimate objection to an or
ganization to combat "blue laws" than to one to
Just who Is responsible can not be stated.
AT
A
tMHWMw M.t1tni1a In tha
i .
promote them. People who support either are en
titled to protection against predatory beings who
money emphasize the need of a real corrupt prac
tices law In New Mexica. Thera should be a prompt capitalize the fears or the hopes of citizens to their
and effective way to reach the culprit and land him own benefit.
In the pententlary. The use of state property for
It is said to be costing the princess of An- private purposes should be a proper cause for pro
nastasla the sum of 11,000,000 a year for her title,
secution.
In some precincts democrats were not allowed A person In moderate circumstances hardly could
afford one of those and a second-han- d
to sit on election boards. This was a clear violaautomobile,
i
tion of the law. Yet the law was so formed that too.
deno penalty attaches to Its violation. This was a
liberate and designed ommlsslon. of course.
VERSE OF TODAY
The republican campaign committee had no
hand In these things and! discouraged their use.
The platform at Santa Fe commits the party to
ONCE WHEN WE WERE BOTH TOGETHER
honest elections. If It means what It said that party
a
to
Once
pracltces
Itself
when we wera together, Spring came to our
corrupt
specifically
will pledge
courtyard,
act which will put an end to election frauds.
"Let ma in." he cried.
He had brought for us In whispers secrets of his
MAN

Rlbuquerqde Morkhg immi

September 26, 1921.

HE MIGHT COME DOWN TO THE MAIN FLOOR LONG
ENOUGH TO LET THE REST OF US IN.

con-i4...t- ,u

,
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In these days of frenzied criticism of women's
clothes, men's habits and a general spirt of intolerance about trifles. It is more than merely refreshwhose
ing to find a man In a responsible position
test are firmly but not stubbornly planted upon
familiar ground. It Is Inspiring. The superintendent of publio schools of York, Pa., has been petitioned, perhaps besieged and nagged by excellent
schools
people of good intontlons to banlBh from
dress and tonsorlal
all girls whose
ornamentation have shocked the more elderly and
staid. He remains unmoved.
Ho says that the girls may wear their dresses
as high at the bottom and as low at the top as they
please. They may roll down their stockings any
distance, so far as he Is concerned. And they may
to
paint and powder their faces and bob their hald is
suit their tastes. That, said the superintendent,
matter between the elrla and their parents. If
the parents are satisfied, that makes it satisfactory
to him.
School authorities, he explains, have no business to interfere with any pupils manner of dress
and no right to Interfere with parenta' perogatlves
one of which Is the right to drees their children as
they want them to be dressed. The school superenough
intendent at York Is probably
to believe his neighbors can attend to their private
sau-slaffairs without orders from his office. Moral rem-m.used to Improve pupils Ideals Is the only
..wv
fit... will
V u jr .
t . . tint
rr conditions.
ultra-mode-

-

.viva

MIGRATION FOR TWO PINTS
steamer out of New York, it Is
are
reported, has on board several passengers who
order
'going to live in Central Europe for a year by
of their physicians, who stated that it was essential
for the health of their patients to have at least two
pints of good beer dally."
The departure of this handful of thirsty exiles
need not give those of us who stay at home any
great cause for .worry. We shall probably be able
to keep the country going without them.
It is even doubtful whether the nature of the
of
malady which demands a tribute of two pints
good beer dally will arouse general Interest, except
It Is,
perhaps for the purpose of finding out what
so that this disease may tho better be avoided. But
the destination of these victims of a disease which
demands a libation o ftwo pints of good beer daily
One Is Justified in tne
gives cause for reflection.
more terrible than the
is
treatment
the
that
opinion
a
malady. A year in Central Europe even withgenerous measure of malt and hops as counter-irFor
a Kcntencft not to bo taken lightly.
a natient who needs rest and quiet and moderate al
lowance of substantial food Central Europe makes
no anneal as a desirable retreat.
There is too much brewing over there cf things
that are not to be quaffed. There is too much stirring in the political atmosphere and noe enough
In the Industrial field. In the weird succession of
social upheavals and disturbances it is doubtful
whether one could even be sure of his two pints of
eood beer daily. And even with the two pints It Is
a strange mixture of fears and forebodings which
Central Europe has to offer these unfortunate exiles from America.
In sober truth it must ba admitted that as between Central Europe with its two pints and America with Us soda pop the majority of us will prefer
A Mediterranean

the latter.

gladness,
Lyrics of new leaves.

I was busy with my fancies, you sat at your spin
ning.
He went back unheeded.
'
Suddenly we started when
shadow,'
And hts remnant roses.

we saw his parting

Now yott are away, beloved, Spring comes to our
courtyard.
"Let men In." he cries.
He brings for me fitful shivers of the noonday,
shadows.
Dove's unmated comings,
sit Idle at the window and a phantom spinning.
Spins to me sad dreams.
Now that Spring Tins for his gift the gift of se
cret sorrow.
He has doors all open.
Nation.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
ITS A WINDY BATTLE
De Valera and Lloyd Oeorge seem more anxious
to show each other up than for a showdown.
Dallas News.
half
ord.

BOOTLEGGERS NEVER BCY
Wa often wonder what bootleggers buy, one
so costly as the stuff they sell. Columbia Rec-

AND A FEW MORE NECKTIE PARTIES
One of the needs of the country is a system of
disarmament conferences between the Courts and
the gun totera Boston Transcript.

THEY DO NO BILLING AND COOING
As President of the League of Counoil, Dr. Koo
should be able to speak for the peace dove. Boston Herald.
WHEN ALT. THE TURKS ARE KILLED?
Perhaps when the Greeks say the war with
Turkey will be over in a month, they merely mean
some month. Providence Journal.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
A CLEAR SKY TO PORT
(From the Minneapolis Tribune)
is an old saying that the House writes the
revenue laws and the Senate rewrites them. Precisely that process Is going on now, with the Senate
committee on finance doing the preliminary "editing" for the Senate body.
There are moulders and pruners and amenderg
at work. The final aggregate of their industry Is
likely to be considerable, but one thing seems to
stand out as certain to pass muster in the Senate
committees and on the Senate floor Just as it passed
muster in the committee and on the floor of the
House. That thing is 5t special Interest to the man
whose income is called a moderate salary and the
man who is in business and makes a limited yearly
profit. It is this: Five hundred dollars is to be
added to the present 12,000 exemption for the married man, and the exemption for each of his dependents is to ba doubled, going up from $200 to

It

1400.

A provision of this kind will affect agreeably
hundreds of thousands of both men and women
to whom tha problem of living has been a troublesome one in these days of .high prices and high
taxes. A married man having no children or other
dependents, it he have a gross income of $3,000,
will pay under this provision an incomo tax of $20,
or 4 percent on $500, which would be the difference between his exemption and his gross income. Under the present schedule he would pay
This takes no account, of course, of addi$40.
tional exemptions of money paid as Interest on
debts or in state and local taxes.
Many other proposals for tax revision are In
for jostllngs and buffetlngs in committees, in conference and on the floors of the two houses, but
the particular one here referred to bids fair to have
clear sailing into port. When the anchor drops on
It unnumbered hearts will be gladdened.

For Little Ones

TOBEY TOADVINE SAYS:
The melancholy days have come,
The saddest of year.
It's much too warm for whiskey,
Ana rar too com for beer.

Editor-in-Chi-

mnl-nn-

Bedtime Stories

Crabbscrawlings

By Howard

B. Garle

1921, by McClur
Newspaper Syndicate.

Copyright

UNCLE WIGCLY AND THE
A woman does not reach the age
MOLASSES.
where she does not love to speak
most fondly, ana very reminiscent
"The rays are getting shorter,
ly, of the sweethearts of her youth the nights are
growing cold. Some
wno never married.
leaves have turned to crimson,
BATTLING HUBBELL VS. KID while others shine like gold!"
Uncle Wiggly, tho nice bunny
HENING.
We have viewed with no compos rabbit gentleman, was singing that
ure In the weeks that have song one afternoon
as he hopped
Just passed.
AH the epithets and slander that down the stops of his hollow stump
bungalow to look for an adventure.
have been nailed to the mast
Of the men who hated others, and
"That's Just right!" said Nurse
would do them to the dir-tJane Fuzzy Wuzzy, his muskrat
And to see tho others take It, did
lady housekeeper as she heard Mr.
our western pride a hurt.
Longears singing.
"And if you
want
something warm to eat thpsa
We had gathered from our read
niKhts
cold
Just
mo
some mobring
ing of the good old western lasses from the five
and ton.r.ent
days,
store."
That the
'Right gladly will I brlfiir vnn
often side stopped legal ways
molasses, Nurso Jane," spoke the
For arriving at conclusions when rabbit
gentleman with 'a low and
differences arose,
bow of his tall silk hat. "But
But we'd lived here nearly two polite
how
will
molasses
keen
me
years 'fore we had a glimpse
warm?"
or tnose.
"I'll use it to make a carrot.
We hope the matter of paving ginger cake," was the answer, "and
know how hot ginger is. Unyou
Kast central avenue Has not again
been brought up merely that it cle Wiggly!"
Indeed I do, Nurse Jane! Very
may once more be postponed.
well, ulcHse hand me the molausfln
and I'll get some molasses."
Jug
U
J true, as Hugh Chalmers
If
Off started tho bunny over the
said, that the only difference beill
and dale, across the fields and
tween a rut and a grave is in the
the woods to get the modepth, A'buquerque motorists will through
lasses.
though he did not
experience no grent change when know it, And
a Fuzzv Fox was watch.
tnoy shuffle off.
Uncle
ing
Wiggly.
"I'll Just sneak along after Uncle
When the Barelas bridge Is fin
WIggily,"
whispered the Fox 'to
Ishad, 'a consummation devoutly himself.
"I'll wait until he areta
to be wished," there are couple of
filled
that Jug
with mnlnsnff. Tt
young canyons at the intersection will
be heavy then, and hard to
of High and Grand streets across
which the workmen might put B carry, and I'll have no trouble
him and nibbing his ears!
bridge. An enterprising taxi driver catching
that's what I'll do! I'll wait
recently tried to fill these yawn- Yes,
he
is on his way back with
until
ing chasms with a shovel, but gave the molasses
and then I'll tet
up In disgust. Mr. Cladding's Joy him!"
riders on the scraper have passed
Uncle
Wleglly. knowlmr nothlna-this point many times during the
hopped on to the five
summer, but PASS has been the abouttenthis,
cent store, singing his song
and
full extent of their activities.
about the nights that were cold
, 'V
the leaves turning gold.
Absence makes the heart grow and
J WW A
V
' "But I will not
be cold when
fonder.
White shoes make the feet look Nurse Jane makes the hot carrot
cx-- s vifl
-- ,tJ
. WW VIA
ginger cake!" thought the bunny.
longer.
It did not take Mr. Longears
more than two minutes to buv his
Henry Lehrman wired the un Jug
full of molasses. Then, sllng- dertaker to whisper in Virginia's
ng It over his back, away he hoo
ear. Oh, that we could whisper
ped toward his hollow stump bunsomething in Hening's ear .
galow, thinking how good the moMost men, when they sav they lasses ginger cake would taste.
All of a sudden. Just as Uncle
have been roughing It, merely
mean they have been out In the Wlgglly was .remembering that he
save a piece of the cake for
must
country
letting their whiskers Sammlo and
Susie Littletail. the
grow.
rabbit children, a grup voice cried:
lonesome."
"She's a nice girl, but
"Stop!"
And there was the Fuzzv Fox!
"That's why she's lonesome."
whose Interests are discriminated
"And perhaps that's why she's Think of it!
"Why should I stoi?" asked Un
nice."
against for political reasons.
cle Wlgglly, and he shivered and
The Journal seems to have had a
Galusha The Magnificent, doe trembled so In fear that he shook
fair measure of success on other
lines so why not keep constantly not refer to our chief, but well it the cork out of the molasses Jug.
after both parties until they will be might.
iou must stop so that I can
By WALT MASON.
eat up all the molasses in that
forced to place men in charge
thereof who cannot be cast aside
Do not Jump to the conclusion Jug," said the Fox, "and then I
or swerved from their duty towards that a man Is a violator of the law want a few nibbles off your ears!"
no
STINGER AND STUNG
and
"Oh please don't nibble my
pure,
cheap sugar the right and tho best interests of simply because he boasts of his
ing
ears!" begged the bunny.
with it blent, their tricks I can't the masses of tho people, for if home brood.
A merchant prince can sting me endure, if I discover when I try
Yes, I shall!" growled the Fox.
right and the greatest good to the
If I gave you five cents would
FRED'RICK AND WARR'N,
once, but one time will suffice; to Bweeten up my tea, the sand's greatest number does not prevail
on
been
such
the sly
you let me alone?" asked Mr.
MARSH AND BOB.
and I would be the premium methodssugared
party success should fail.
sicken me. And If the
Longears,
If we will only put our citizen- I know a most charming lady,
unce to let him sting me twice.
would bilk, "A vaunt!
No!" howled the Fox.
our partisanship, Her friendship I greatly prize.
above
When I receive my monthly bills dairyman
You try to sell me Jugs of milk, ship
Would let me alone for ten
which should unquestionably
be She has four sons, four sturdy
mistakes I've often caught; I'm when water's what I want.
I done, the rest would
Cents?"
asked the bunny.
ones,
be easy. It
charged for boots or beeswax fain would lave my fevered brow is time to
"No, and not for fifteen centa,
a new slogan in Thoy're the apple of her eyes.
pills, which I never bought. "Some with water, ere I dine, and you New Mexico adopt
either!" snarled the bad animal,
and let that slogan be But regardless of the subject-- Its
error of a clerk." I Bay. and produce an antique cow, and fay
"Get ready now, I'll nibble your
sorrows or its Joys,
"Right makes might." for it never
whero it's Juice is fine." Of grevlous was
Journey to the etore,
ears
first and eat the molasses afto
use
In
It a thought
the case that "might makes She finds
rre straightened right tricks the world is full, and fakthings
terwards."
of
tell
And
her
boys.
something
away, and no one's head is sore. ers smirk and laugh; they sell right." "Might" frequently pre"Or, dear!" sighed Uncle WlgAll honest men may make misus shoddy rags for wool, and pa- vails but not "rightfully."
glly, he sat down on a pile of dried
F'rlnstance:
Long live the Journal in Its fight
takes, which they In hatte re- per shoes as calf. And ever, as
with the molasses Jug, from
leaves,
trieve, and even I have made I sing and dance, I hand out for political righteousness in this In speaking of complications
which the cork had fallen, beside
state, for the people are unable to Of the international mob,
my breaks which
fact you'll this advice;
same
the
man
him.
make such a fight without such Sho says all disputes remind her
scarce believe.
But If my gro- shouldn't have a
"No use saying 'Oh dear!' for
cers represent their sand as be the voter twice. chance to sting leadership and publicity.
If the Of Warr'ns and Fred'rlck's, with
will do no pood!" snickered the
Bob.
searchlight can be held on certain
Fox. "Now I'll Just sit down beindividuals and methods constantly
side you and see which ear I shall
enough the needed change can be And if the question arises
nibble first."
Of giving the Russians bread,
CITIZEN.
brought about.
So the bad Fox sat down beside
It calls to mind the appetites
the bunny gentleman. And Then
Of Marsh and Warr'n and Fred.
Uncle WIggily looked, and when
he saw some of the thick, eticky
Little Benny's Note Book Juat mention a sock that's holey.
molasses
Here's Another.
to
pouring out of the Jug,
With a hole small enough
change political methods and condarn, over
the leaves near where the Fox
Editor Magee:
box
And she pipes up of holes-Iditions, and eliminate those responwas sitting, the bunny's pink nose
Now that the senatorial election sible therefor, In New Mexico. The
This aftirnoon In skool wile Miss Of Bob and Marsh and Warr'n,
twinkled as fast as a lollypop.
Is over your expressed opinion that graveyard is simply full of those
wasent looking
our class
Kitty
"You shall not nibble my ears!"
both political parties should now who have undertaken and perish in passed erround hunks of paper to There isn't a subject that's going
e
suddenly cried Uncle Wlgglly.
and reorganize, leads similar attempts. Better luck to vote wich was the prettiest gerl, In accents either wild or harsh,
th Fox a
With that he
one to believe that you either Just you.
Mary Watkins and Loretter Mincer But brings to her a trend of puBh, sending the gave
bad chap rolling
All fair minded citizens should being
like to fight, else want to
thought
naturally
the 2 prettiest out of all of
In
over
over
leaves
and
on, the
the
see a fight or that now since the be interested in and heartily Join them
Marsh.
Bobble
and
but nobody knowing wich one Of Freddie and
And by this time the
ground.
election is over life is too quiet for you in your efforts to bring about was the prettiest
out of those 2, and
The Fra. we opine, believing, as loaves were all covered with sticky,
better political conditions, for such this
you in New Mexico.
wile I was wawking to
out of the
is our only salvation, but will they? skoolmorning
You have encountered
came running up he did. that morals are a matter of molasaos that had run
somebody
.
in the past, but when you un Moral cowardice should no longer in back or me. Being Mary Wat- - geographical location, would have Jug.
The leaves stuck fast to the Fox.
dertake to censor, displace and continue. The strong should help kins, saying. My goodnlss Benny been pleased with anthe definition Over
more
and
and over he rolled,
unmarried
a bachelor Is
certain
disregard
Individuals, the weak. The oppressed need an but you wawk fast, wy dont you that
man with no children to speak more laves sticking fast to him all
methods and interests in New Mex aggresive advocate and quick re. wait for a persin?
was
he
all
at
last
until
the
C.
while,
T.
of.
B.
ico politics you have tackled a Job lief. With Magee and his Journal
Me thinking, G, she thinks Im all
stuck up like a piece of molasses
tnat will keep a regiment of as the advocate and the masses of rite.
feathInto a
And her and me kepp on wawk- wouldent be a bit serprlzed if sho candy that has fallen
thoroughly aroused, as
Magee's and Journal's busy for the people
'
they can be, relief will be swift and ing along and she sed, Are you go- asked you to vote for her this aftir er bed. wow!" howled thei
quite a while.
Fox,
"Oh,
contest
In
to
vote
this
wat
It is true that you know enough sure with some and or some.
the
she
asked
is
that
noon,
ing
your
bewty
when he found he could
OBSERVER.
about rotten politics and questionShe dident axullly ask me, I sed, crawl, much less run, after liardly
aftirnoon, Benny?
Uncle
able methods end conditions in
I gess so, I dont and Loretter Mincer sed, Well I WIggily, "What has happened to
Who, me?
New Mexico to make even the devil
True,
know, I sed, and she sed. Did that dont consider myself bewtifill be- me?"
blush with shame, but it's equally Editor Journal:
Loretter Mincer ask you to vote for cause I wouldent be so con: eted
and molasses Is what
true that you are yet very ignorant Was glad to see the Journal again her? It would be Jest like her to no matter wat my private opinion has"Leaves
to you!" laughed
of true conditions and have recenttake the lead and come out as it ask you, I never saw sutch a brazen is persinally, and the last thing Id. Unclehappened
"Leaves and moly been led to believe that which Is did on the morning after the late face thing in my life and enybody ask enybody would be to vote for lasses! WIggily.
Goodby!"
Illeto
to
admire
as
the
dont
the
bewtifill
truth
I
thinks
she's
is
a
but
I think Mary Watkins
me,
contrary
senatorial election in advocacy of
Then tha bunny ran away, with
gitimate use of money In the late the reorganization of both the re- their taist. I wouldent think of perfeck l'rlta and if you deliberitly still enough molasses In his Jug for.
Insult me by voting fui her ill never Nurse Jane to 'make the ginger
election, and nothing but a rigid publican and democratic parties, dreeming of asking you to vote
but if you vote for that Loretter speek to you agen If I live to be cake, which she did, and it waa
corrupt practice law and its strict but are left to wonder why he made
enforcement will change such un no mention of the independent re- Mincer 111 never speek to you agen. 200.
good.
wats the matter, I dident
fair practice.
Well gosh, G, wats the matter, very
Wy,
old
of
the
Both
So everything
publican party.
turned out all
If our citizenship Is to live in parties need a thorough "house say I was going to vote for her, I did 1 say I was going to vote for right, though
It was a week before
our
home
to
was
state
peace and happiness,
wawking
her? I sed.
cleaning" and there Is no better sed. And wile I
the Fox had washed Off the leaves
grow and prosper, and there is a time to do it than right now for for luntch who ran up in back of
Being the reason I dident go to and molasses. And if the piece of
hereafter for our politicians, con- Just after an election there are so me but Loretter Mincer looking as skool this aftirnoon.
sheik dopsn't draw a funny picditions must change In this state, many evils fresh in mind that it is it she was fearse glad to see mc,
ture on the black board to make
be
and this change must
Roswell Parties have been In
Benny, wats your
quick and easier to arouse and determine saying, Hello
spoiling book laugh I'll tell ynu
material from a political point of aga'inst them in the future than if hurry? And she wawked along Lake Arthur recently looking over the
's
next about Uncle WIggily and
view.
you wait until the eve of another with me a wile like somebody not the ground preparatory to Installwhiskers.
We do not wish to discourage campaign, as seems the custom in thinking of enything special, and ing a milk condensing plant. The
such a laudable undertaking, but both parties.
then she sed, O by the way, I saw water at Lake Arthur tests out the
have been noticed flying
the Journal has undertaken a long.,
Political methods and conditions Mary Watkins wawking to skool best of any in this section of the at Eagles
a height of 6,000 feet..
hard task when It undertakes. If are simply intolerable in this state with you, I saw her run after you, state for use in the condensing of
it seriously does, to clean up and to the self respecting and thoso she certeny Is a bold thing and I milk.
Journal Want Ads bring results.
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AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT
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clean-hous-

t
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Bll-llo-

MEXICO'S INDEPENDENCE
Mexico is celebrating the centennial of her inIt
dependence from Spain. What a hundred years
has been! Twice the country has been ruled nomigreater
nally as an empire, and as a republio the
more
part of the time the government has not been frestable. Often its presidents changed with the
cenquency of the moon. It has been a turbulent
so than any
not
less
was
decade
last
the
and
tury
that preceded it
The conditions in Mexico under the Spanish
dominion wera the same as prevailed In other Spanish-ruled
lands and under Independence they did
not Improved. The Mexicans always hava had an
affinity for trouble, and if that spirit seems a bit
dormant thera is no assurance it will not awake
again. How much of tha responsibility for the In.
ternal dissensions which hava characterired the peo-pl- e
are due to mlsgovernraent and how much to the
natural liking of tha peopla for troubla may not
be accurately determined. However, It is clear that
tha peopla hava not learned tha lesson of yielding
to tha majority and tha majority has not learned
to consider the rights of tha majority.
Under tha rule of Dla tha government was
despotic, yet it may be that such la tha only kind
for which the Mexicans are at present fitted. It
la certain that while there were great abuse of pow
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NOTICE
Tires are a seven
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Oversize and
Overservice
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The best tlra fnr
money in the state.
lire Kepalrlng
Kb treading.
HIGHLAND TlltK &
WOltRS.
Broadway and Oold.

basement; three good porches;
sized lots. This
(ante; full
property Is located Just two
flocks from Central avenue;
jloso In In the highlands, and
can be bought right for a quick
sale. This place will make a

dandy home or can be made into
two apartments, with very little
expense.

$1050.00

tha

lanat

and
ItlBBEH
Phone 230

CASH

'

adobe plastered, with
sleeping porch, also large front
porch, this littlo HOME Is completely furnished and is all ready
for Some one to mov
in
enjoy, the balance of the purchase
price cm bo paid for at the rate
ui oo.uu per montn. Situate North
Second street, close to rnr line. Call
A, C, STARES,
Rpal Estate niiu Insurance.
319 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 188.
Four-roo-

A REAL BARGAIN.
Eight rooms, modern; furnace
heat; fire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front
porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
in good repair. This house Is
located close In, In Third ward,
and can be bought for only 1 5,.
000, with good terms.

ket for a Tood ranch, eithei
large or small, let us show you
what we have.
FOR RENT.
UlRblnnd.

house, hot water heat,
completely furnished. . .185.00

apartment, with $45.00
porch, furnished
house
furnished
,v... $40.00
- Room apartment,
furnished
IRoom house, furnished. 127.00
3-

Lowlands.

4-

- Room

apartment,
furnished

O lBg

?"2. 6

v

'

j

WANTED
on good first mortgage.
Tell ua what you want we may
have It.
$6,000

T. KINGSBURY
REAL ESTATE,

D,
.

-

n

garage, lawn, ehado. Price
and location very attractive. See
ACKERSON A GRIFFITH.
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 8. 4th,

A home you
outbuilding, garage.
will like.
Reasonable terms.
Gill & Wooton,
115 S. Second st.
Phone 723--

THIS BEAUTIFUL

Frame

Motft

House,

Good location,
5,000; terms.
Lots and ranches for sale.
Rentals. J. L. PHILLIPS, Real
Estate.

Fhont

354--

brick house, on
FOK SALE
North Edith. Phono 8401 R8.
FOR SALE Modern rumtshed bungaluw,
garage; corner lot Owner, 1124 South
Walter.
FOR BALE Healdence, 111 norm Fourteenth street; nice location. Inquire
within.
FOR SALE By owner,
modern four-roobrick bungalow, near senator!-um- .
Phone 2172-houee with
FOR SALE New thsee-roosleeping porch. Or. Burton, eulte i,
Barnett building.
house,
FOR BALE By owner,
A- -l
condition: modern; good location,
84.500; eaey terms. 916 Forrester.
cement bungaFOR HALE Five-roolow; strictly modern; lot 60 by 8U0;
garages; cash or time. 1439 West

mourn frame
FOR SALE Four-room
houee; best condition; good location;
Fourth ward.
Address J. J. 0., care
Journal.
new five-rooFOR SALE My nice
adobe bungalow; lot 86x160; city water,
electric lights, $3,200 cash. 1421
FOR BALE Owner leaving town; goid
five-roohouee;
porches; modern;
basement; newly decorated; garage; Jut
88x142. Appry 714 South Arno.
fOR SALE By owner, flve-iooframe
stucco; ias fireplace, bSllt-i- n bookcase,
ehlna clofft, lawn and treeaL-Thlrward.
Phnne isoi-eight-rooFOR SALE
owner,
modern
By
house. Fourth ward; a good buy
tor home or Investment; priced right;
terms. 1027 Forrester.
Foil SALE Five-roohouse, modern,
glassed sleeping porch, two screened
serenes, garage and lawn) owner leaving
tlty. 621 East Central.
FOR SALE One room and sleeping
porch, 60x142 lot, 1212 North Sixth for
just what It cost; your own terms. Ad
dress R. W. Bock, general delivery.
frame rwelltng,
FOR SALE Four-rooBleeping porch, furnished; A- -l repair;
terms, balance 828 per month; price
reasonable. 1224 South1 High, corner lot.
FOR SALE Modern five-roohouse,
first-clarepair; sleeping porch, bath,
lot
etc.; good garage and
80x143.
823 North Eighth.
See owner.
626 North Sixth.
new
FOR SALE Beautiful
modern pressed brick home; corner
lots; hardwood floors throughout; built-i- n
features; furnace, gas, lawn and fruit
trees; terms; owner. 821 West Rllvet
FOR SALE New modern bungalow,
Fourth wanl; five rooms and sleeping
porch, lawn and trees, two large closets
and linen closet, fireplace, large screened
porch off kitchen; reasonable price; easy
terms; might take car for part first pay
ment. Phone 1675-modern house In
OWNER,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireporches, three
place, large screened
light airy bed rooms with extra large
losetss fronts east on larga lot with
lawn, tress, etc; everything in excellent
It desired. Phone
condition; terms
187T--

J.

"TOR SALE

Real Estate

YOU interested In buying a! one
aors tract of ground in the Beautiful
Rio Orande Valley, where you may raise
chickens, keep a family cow, hare Eleo-trl- o
Lights and water with most of the
City conveniences. This property Is re
famines oniy.
stricted to" Amerrtcan
Close to Schools and on good road. Have
room for Fifty Families. Address Box
I, care JournaK
ABlS

TsTXnd found

LT'feciiiSodleyvhri
88, Phone

906 South

1981--

spots, tag

'Williams.
LOST
Leather

football
helmet
at
Washington park. Saturday; reward.

1169 North Second.
WANTED-lBoar-

& Room

d

WANTED Girl, IS years of age, attending high school, wants to work for
room and board, rnons nae-j- , or can
at 112 North Walter

""FOR SALE OR TRAD- E-

TRAbE fwo" oholee
residence lots, oorner eighth and Lead
avenue. Inquire of owner, 706 South
Third.

iOR SALE OR

"TYPEWRITERS
AU makes overhauled
Ex-an-d
Typewriter
Albuquerque
repaired 06-- Ribbons for every mi- J.
I9 South Fourth
ehmmre. phone
d

ytalWuiTERS

chine.

Room

WANTED
"

desire's
"SoliNli '"Blis'lNEiiii WOMAN
room with sleeping porch. If possible;
also garage; must be reaeonabla. Ad- '
dress Box 88. care Journal.

MATntTSSTfSrNIJ

sggovTiWimTnT:
ttxmtic
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur.
a! tore paoklng. stoves repaired.
Srvln Bedding ttepavy.

171.

DO YOU WANT AN

A BARGAIN, 12 rooms, bath,
extra toilet, in one of the best,
rooming house house dlstriots.
This is a money maker and can
be bo,ught right.

modern house with
two sleeping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner Is living in house and is
over
$100.00
per
receiving
month in rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
13 per cent on your investment.
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.

rooms,
shade.

and is
$1,500

Phone

SIS West Oold Ave.

4J8--

LOT
FURNISH

ITD

BUNGALOW

In the Fourth Ward
For Sale

better take a look at this steam

2

KKAVTORS

glassed-i-

n

.

Real Estate, .Insurance, Loan)
heated, seven room brick house
309 W. Gold Ave.
with 176x142 It. of ground.
Phone STO
Tlilt
place is well located in the Fourth
Ward and has lawn, shrubbery,
FOR RENT Roomi
fruit trees and lots of outbuildings
on lot. If you are in tha market FOR RENT Room.
12
South Walter!
for a nice home It will pay you to JU RENT Furnished room.
see this before buying.
Copper.
FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
GUTHRIDGB & BELL
heat. 202 South High.
S14 West Gold Ave. JOR RENT
Phone 1023
Furnisnet rooms.

Phone

South Walter, phone li67-J- .
RENT Three furnished rooms.
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleman
preferred. 415 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms, at
duy Boutn Keconq, pnone 1480-- j.
'iJit.NlttRED rooms; hot water heat; ui
sick; no children. 414 West Silver
FOR RENT Furnished room, furnace
heat; no sick. 807 South Walter.
WANTED Congenial employed girl to
share apartment, close In. Call H34-FOR RENT Furnished., room and kitchenette. 1724 West Central. Phone tit.
FOR RENT Three
house.
furnished
keeping rooms, In the rear 918 North
Fourth.
ij'ult RENT Front room, suitable for
one or two gentlemen.
South
second.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick, l'hone
FOR

Dwelling.

..

..Phone

3d &

Fra'iklln & Co.
Grid Realtors Phone

A REAL nOME.
In the Fourth ward, 6 good, large
rooms, and sleeping porch, nearly
new, white finish, hardwood floors,
built In features, breakfast room,
furnace garage, priced to sell.
H. McCLUGnAN,
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-Real Estate, Investments, Notary
Auto
and Fire Insurance,
Public,

i

Work In before
p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.

Leverett-Za- pf

THE RED ARROW,
B. Las Vegas Second
Albuquerque
want
a representative In TO'JH
(We
territory.)

& Co,

Street and Gold Avenue.
Phone 640,

FOR RENT Apartments
A BARGAIN
Five rooms, bath and sleeping FuR RENT k urulsheii, modern apart
ments.
porch, front and back porches, FOR RENT Hi North Seventh.
timall furnished apartment,
good
range, shades,
steam heated. 1H15 Weat Roma. In
etc. Only $3,700, terms.
quire Apartment 5.
'UR RENT Apartment, Uu nicely fur- Mcdonald
worsham,

a

Real Estate and Insurance.

FOR RENT
FOR
214

108 S. Third.

Rooms

RENT Light houeekeeping rooms.
North Walter.

HELP WANTED

nished-.room- s;
8oJ
reasonable rent
Kent.
FOR RENT Modern apartment;
three
rooms, completely furnished,
lnuulre
600 East Coal.
b'OH REM Futuished upbrtmelH, lour
rooms and bath. 401 booth Be veil in
phone 1644-FOR RENT Furnished apartment, foui
rooms; modern; no sick; adults, ;104
Nurth Second.
HUH RENi
Very deBirable flat, partly
furnished, front suitable for office.
r,18 West Central.
POR RENT Twu rurmsliea
for
light" housekeeping; adults: no sick.
724 South Second.
FOR RENT Nice three-roofurnished
apartment with Bleeping porch and
bath. 310 South Walter.
FOR RENT APARTMENT Two rooms
and sleeping porch, furnished or un
furnished, phune 2128-FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchen
ette and glassed-i- n
Bleeping porch. 606
West Iron, phone 2380-mod
FOR RENT
Desirable tnree-rooern furnished apartment; best real
dence section. Phone 8G5-VOli
RENT
Furnished
apartments
three rooms with bath, albuquerque
21 8 H
North Second.
Hotel,
FOR RENT Two-roomodern, furnish'
ed apartment with garage, hot and
cold water. 421 South Broadway.
b'OR RENT Twu-roomudern furmeu
no sick.
1117 West
ed apartment;
Kent; one block west Robinson pnrk
PUR RENT A three-rooand a
modern.
furnished
apartment,
808 Sooth First.
Hotel
Savoy
Inquire
office.
FOR RENT Three rooms and three
sleeping porchee freshly decorated In'
side- and out, New mattress
and rugs.
Phone 159-FOR RENT One furnished housekeep'
ing apartment Of three rooms and
bath; also one furnished suite, two rooms
and bath. Inquire mornings. 303 South
Fourth.
FOR RENT
One new modern furnished
apartment, largo glassed-i- n
sleeping
Ap
porch; oonvenelent to aanatorlums.
1818 East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
Central, phone 1676-FOR RENT Nicely furnished apartment
Two rooms
for light housekeeping.
and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, separate
entrance; hot and cold water; bath ad
813 North
joining. Telephone 1389-Eighth.

LoaN

SAYI

HEIGHTS

& Co,

REALTORS.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.
Phono 640.
I

AUTOMOBILES,
SALE Dodge

FOR
2408-J-

b'olt BALE Chummy roadster, cheap.
Phone 1473-- J.
FOR SALE Model N liupmoblle; good
condition and cheap. I'hone 8ti8-8
FOR SALB
Bulok touring car,
first-clas- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
city.
WANTED
Five used Ford touring cars;
pay highest cash prices. 800 South
Second.

FOR BALE OR TRADE Ford speedster
in fine mechanical
317
condition.
South Arno.
FORD FOR RENT Drive It yourself.
200 South Broadway,
phone 1073-driver's licenee required.
FOR BALE Borne extra gou usea cars.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co. 808
West Central.
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model.
worth 82,300,
will
sell for l,85i.
Phone 4S0-FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1318
8750 and 1850; Ford truck,
models,
Ford truck, worm drive,
200; one-to- n
MOO.
118 West Oold.
NOTICE TO CAR OWNERS If you have
a blow-ou- t,
blow Into the Broadway
Vulcanizing Shop. We endeavor to give
you the best of satisfaction at reason- able prices. W. B. Frits, proprietor.
RADIATOR
We build
SPECIALIST
special radiators for speedsters, put
new core In your old one, or repair it.
We do welding.
Guarantee Auto and
Radiator Co., at O. K. McCabe, 816
North Third, phone 1870-J..- -,

FOR SALE

Furniture

FOR SALE Part lurnlshlnga ana leans
on rooming house. In highlands. Phone

lS7-I-

t.

FOR SALE Dining room furniture, in
reasonable.
good
condition,
priced
1104 West Slate.
Phone 1933-J- .
FOR SALE Range, dresser,
buffet.
Hoosler cabinet, china cablneta and
large quantity of high grade used fur
nlture; also guns and auto tires. 828
South First.
FOR SALE Three dressers, two chiffon
teres, three beds with mattreeses and
springs, sanitary couch and pad, three
rocking chairs, one Morris chair, china
cabinet, Singer eewing machine, kitchen
cabinet, phonograph, cabinet else; Per
fection oil oook stove, coal range, coal
heater; many smaller articles. 818 West
Sllvsr.

WANTfD
WAN TED Position
Santa Fe.

Poiition
nursing.

Ill

i

FOR SALE
bALSi

Ranches

irado or rent, entuiyacrc

house; fine
ranch, water, five-rooplace for chickens; seven miles east of
town.
Phone KSO-FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
ranch, one and
one-ha- lt
miles west of Barelas bridge,
new
adobe
house and
on main ditch,
mile
garage, water In house,
8404-Jt.
Phone
from school house.
FOR BALE Flftyelght-aor- e
ranch, on
miles from Los Lunaa, N.
and one-haM.: all fenced and under ditch; part In
In pasture; good
cultivation, balance
bouse, four largo roams down stairs,
In on room) good put buildings;
bearing fnult trees, all kinds: also grapes
and berries; two good wells of water, one
miles to depot; will give
and one-ha- lf
reaeonablo terms. Address Los Lunaa, N.
M
Bos 8.

V?ANTED
WANTED

House

To buy from owner, four or

house, in highlands; state
location and price. Address B. M care
Journal.
WE WANT housea to aell; if your price
la right we will find a buyer for you;
results count and wa get them. J. 1).
Keleher, 111 West Oold. ' I'hone 10.
five-roo-

Pond & Michener,

nt

five-roo-

fire-plac-

Lft

SALE

Leverett-Za- pf

for sale.

& Co,

Second Street & Oold Avenue
Phone 640

Muccllaneom

tomatoes

204-J-

Phone

FOK BALE

Set double Harness, at Bell e
Livery Barn.

pKr.8Lii

fluesnlng

machine,

WANTED LOANS

87s.

Of $2,000 and

i,500. Good real
estate security.
J. I). KIXKIIKR,
11 West Ciokl.

I'ttK UODDY s MILK, BEST IN TOWN
Phone 2418-RFOR SALE First-clas- s
bicycle, 205 South
Arno, phone 1H5-W- .
SALE
motoi.
'(ul
inquire at

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

FOR BALE Hard ooal base burner" 123
A'll'UJU.Ml.l.4.
South Edith, phone 1861-.JOHN W. WILSON,
F?,"..8ALB8eoond-t,- n
and
""Son.
Attorney.1
light rigs, cheap. 1208 North A rn o.
Rooms 18, 17 and 111, Cromwell Building.
l,on
1153-Phone
!,'BALliu-'llllrty-abarrela, ne
each. Southwestern Junk Co.
PHYSICIANS AMI MIJKOKONa.
FOR BALE New 8x18 Rose
Bt. I. I3U1UON,
Axmlnster
u.i mc Marquette, phone oa-Disease of tne Stomach.
FOR SALE One almost new Yale
Suite, 8, Harnett Building.
girl s
bicycle, cheap. Call at 228 West Gold.
UB. 8. C. CLARKE,
FOR SALE Singer sewing
In
Eye, Enr, Noeo and Throat.
excellent condition. Inquiremachine,
Barnett Uulldlng.
316 North
phone 838.
Sixth.
..
Office Hours.
9 to IS. a. m. and 8 to B p.
FOR SALE Baby basket on rollers, in
pi.
oheap" I,hon' IK. MAIKaAHI T t.lKTW Kluiil."
ifjwcondmul" wl"
Office Orant Bldg., Room HI. Phone 171
Residence 1123 East Central.
FOR SALE One
MoorTs hot blast
Phone 671.
heater; good as new; reasonable. 1618

to

BARRELS FOR SALE
anu "an"ary; also fruit Jars.
J

npst

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to

GExrro vius ky

Biiver.
FOR SALE Used tractors,
AND DISEASES OP THE SKIN
and 5
wiin gang piows.
Hardware Depart' WassermaD Laboratory In Connection.
ment J. Kurber & Co.
Citizens Knnk I5IUR. Phone 880,
BUK vOUR UUN
befure the season
opens; fifty shotauna anrf riria
select from. 118 West Oold.
I)OR SALE Small
hard coal heater,
(ThlroBjrnctor,

diseases,

CHIROPRACTORS

linoleum and kitchen
401
North Thirteenth, phonefurnishings.
9S9.
run
strawberry
per nunared. J. M.
i.,,iii,
Boulevard ,jroad, Old Albuquerque. Easter,
FOR SALE My enulty In new Singer
eewing machine for $10; also good one-ha- lf
site mattress. 1815 South Edith
FOR SALE Fresh hnrr-rmii'1J
tage cheese: also fraeh mii in
nAn
lots.
Swayne's Dairy. Phone 19ii.li
FOR BALE Iron
anH
bed
mattress
sorlnas: also steal fnlriin.
mattress.
west Lead, phone 2001-FOR SALE Cabinet Vlctrola, Patlre; has
attachment
for playing all records;
twelve records. 718 East Iron. nhnn.
1586--

TOU

1

and

10

M. S. E.NOK, D.
208

Armljo BulMlng.

C,

I'hone Connections.
Chiropractor.
West Central.
Uomms 2 and

WANTED

t.

Miscellaneous

SCAVENGER
SERVICE.
Phone 2399-R- .
WANTED
Washing and Ironing by ths
Call
day.
WANTED
White Angara, rabbits, Call
at 709 South Third.
WANTED
bo
'Lady's
bicycle; must

13.J.

reasonable.

Phone 8,10-Will pay guod cash price for,
some used furniture. Phone 8"0-WANTED
Wnocular or field glass.
Wright's Trading Post, opposite
WANTED

WILL find uur .Navajo rues, tha
rhennflat nnri h..f
ei xr...w
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
and 11T North Mulberry!
phone 2128-1314
home.
South Walter,
phone
phone 1730-J- .
3 178--

le

li'OR SALE Three comDartmaut.
gation demountable steel tank.' suitable
for use on wagon or truck for hauling or
water, oil or gasoline. Phone 488.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
troubles, $1. Thomas F. Keleher. Leather
Co.. 408 West Central.
Phone 1067-FOR SALE .22 Special Remlnlngton re
peating rifle: good condition: also new
12
gauge single barrel shotgun, full
choke, shell ejector. 914 ti North eighth.
HEMSTITCHING and plcotlng attach
ment, works on any sewing machine;
easily adjusted. Price 88.80, with Instructions. Oem Novelty Co., Box 1031,
Corpus Chrlstl, Texas.
FOR SALE 76,004 feet lumber ready for
market; saw mill with plenty timber;
on railroad; MUST BE SOLD by October
1. 8. R. Wltcher, 228 West Oold, Albu
querque, w. O. Bears, Thoreau, N, M.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
OOOO for all kinds ot roofs, II per gallon.
The Mantano Co., 110 South
built op
Walnut, phone 1834-Try
roof, will last as long as ths bulMlPf.

t

West

Housekeeping or hotel work.
222
North Third, room 8.
man
WANTED Position by
cook. AddresB Jack, care Journal.
Colorado
TRAINED NURSE,
registered,
wants private caaee. Phone 1926-BARBER will work In homes or sanato- rlumsi reasonable. Devlin. Ph. 2307-XOUNO MARRIED man, well educated,
wishes position. W. Kadish, Gen. Del.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
Williams 4k .ami.
keep books.
room 8 Mellnl building. Phone 701. W.A WIDOW
with boy, 18, wants position
as oook or housekeeper; no objection to
leaving city; best of references. Address
Widow, care Journal.
WANTED

sun

Property

West Oold.
l'hono S07.
Close in
house with
glassed-i- n
porch on South Sixth
street. Every modern built-i- n
device to make this home attractive and omfortable. Price
is $5,2G0 and can be had on
terms.
Very modern
mission
stylo home,
breakfast
room, double garage, and twe
lots. Only 14,00.1 with
terms. Located In Highlands.easy

CANNING

A

Just Listed

five-roo-

Have you been watching the
UNIVERSITY
GROW this summer. Well there
is a reason. Just ask any one
who lives up there. New homes
are started almost every day.
So now is the time to buy your
lots as they will never be any
cheaper, i.nd the choice locations go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to nhow
you
Leverett-Za- pf

City

Home

Two livlhgyrooms, dining room,
kitchen pantry,
refrigerator
room,
gaa,
eto.
fireplace,
Screened
back poroh, large
screened front porch, Large reception hall. Stairway to second floor; four large bedrooms
canvassed sleeptntr porch; bath;
all kinds of closets all thru
whole house; steam heat; Base-mchns cement floor, drain
triple laundry tubs, toilet, work-rooetc.
Sidewalks, lawn, garage, 71
feet frontage on paved street
located in th3 City's very best
residential section.
If you are looking for a good
buy in a large home ai.d finest
location better call at once foi
It wont last long.

ATTRACTIVE OFFERINGS
Submitted for Tour 1'rompt
Acceptance By

HI

Modern 3 rooms and porches 2
way between city and unlve-slt- y
2 blocks from street car line
at,
Bargain Prices. If you want a
nice small home get us show
you them.
W. H. McKlLLION
206 West Oold

FOR RENT

Beautiful brick home on East SilSUDDEN SERVICE.
The Bed Arrow (all over the West) ren- ver avenue on lease, $85.00 pei
ders sudden service on Kodek finishing month. This is a beauty with lawn,
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 a. m. mailed eama day. garage, eto.

060--

Improved

D, KFLEHERf
Gold.
Phone 410.

NEW BUNGALOWS

rooms furnlshod, glassed In porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms.
'
H. F. GILMORE
214 W. Gold
Phone 442-5

"DRESSMAKING

-

211 TV.

657

Beautiful 8 Room

well-buil-

J,

A HOME

Phone

A LIFETIME HOME
Pressed brick, cement basement
and walks, six rooms, bath, hall
and porch, new and
t,
on
corner lot in good locality. For
price and terms see
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522--

156.

RENT Furnished house in highMale.
lands; two rooms and sleeping porch.
Phone 1451-WANTED
Tailor for Imshelman work.
FOR RENT Two-rooApply Meyer 4 Meyer.
cottage with
WANTED
glassed sleeping porcb, furnished. 814
A lock and gunsmith; go.id
Eapt Santa Fe.
position for the light man. Write
FOR RENT Leveret
&k Cm.
Harry T. Johnson, 111 North Fourth, Algive
Second
buquerque, N, M.
special attention to rentals.
and Gold, phone 640.
1 WILL conduct
all hodau furniture
FOR RENT Four-ruosales at AUCTION, for a 6 Der cent
cottage, furC. W. SUTHERLAND, CITY
commission.
nished, In Highlands. A. B. Milner,
313
West Central ave.
AUCTIONEER,
phone 219 at 618U West
Central avenue.
FOR RENT Two-roohouse and sleep
FOR SALE Well located, well advering porch; well furnished; 126. 1121
South Edith. Inquire 1201 South Walter,
tised office business In Albuqueraue:
small amount of cash will handle; light
FOR RENT Furnished I room modern 1361-work; good proposition for healthseeker.
cotlage with two screened porches at FOR
RENT First-clafurnished room Address Rusiness, care Journal,
918 South Arno,
Inquire at 1008 South
No sick,, SOD
South Arno, phone WANTED
A long-terEdith.
furm tenant for
farm and grazing land, in ex
FOR RENT Modern three, four, five and
FOR
RENT
Furnished
also
cellent
rooms;
mountain
valley 24 miles from
apartments and houses; some
light housekeeping rooms. 222 V, North Albuquerque; good opportunity for cat
furnished. W. H. McMlllion. 206 West
Tnirn.
Oold.
tle; would consider desirable convalescent
FOR RENT Two houses, four and five FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping if a capable orchard man; would also
porch with private family. 1300 North rent, either of two good houses on land.
rooms, In highlands, $35. Phone, water
810-and
Address H. B. . Hammond, giving refer
lights free; furnished. 1608 First, phone
South Elm, phone 2123-FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping ences and experience. Box 668, Albu
querque, N. M.
porch, furnished for light
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vacant
&09 South Arno.
houses with us for rent.
We give
Fein tile.
FOR
RENT
Modern
A
Bleeping room,
them special attention. Leverett-Zap- f
WANTED
Wet nurse. 1115 North Fifth,
208 Vi
bath.
North Second.
Co., phone 640.
phone 1917-Averlll Apartments.
FOR RENT Modern apartment
WANTED
houee.
Good family cook, wages 150
seven rooms and bath, two screened FOR RENT Room, nicely furnished; no
a montn. mono 104S-eick; gentleman preferred. 408 North
porches, well furnished and close In. In- Arno.
WANTED
19','6-for general housework;
Girl
phone
quire John Lehner, room 20, Armljo
no washing.
810 North Thlrteonth.
FOR RENT Two
light housekeeping
building, phone 477.
rooms with south Bide sleeping porch. WANTED
for half days
Young girl
FOR SALE 13,000 will buy this mod420 West Lead,
housework, family of two. 407 South
phone 718.
ern four-rooWaller.
home; two large porches SLEEPING ROOM with use
pf bath; emand garage and store-roolot 60x142,
American girl to help with
Phone WANTED
ployed gentleman
preferred.
facing east on street car line, at No. 908 1524-714 East Coal,
nousework, Mrs. Orace B. Jones, 620
North Twelfth. City Realty Co., 207
South
High,
FOR RENT Front room, furnished; priWest Oold, jihone 867.
233' EARN BOARD
Room ana 810 a month
vate entrance, connecting bath.
while attending school; catalogue free.
North High, phone 870-804 H South
Business
Maokay
College,
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
Main Street, Los Angeles.
FOR RENT Furnished room and board.
porch furnished for light housekeep218i,4 West Gold.
2
609
East Central.
ing.
Male and Female.
Steam-heate- d
rUK KENT uieepint porcb and ooaid. FOR
RENT
sleeping CLERKS, IS upwards, for Postal Mall
1207 East Central.
water.
room, hot and cold
AlbuquerService.
8120 month.
Experience un
que Hotel. 816 Vi North Second.
TABLE KUAKD All
necessary. For free particulars of exWest Fruit. PJione 1471-IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; aminations, write R. Terry (former Civil
rates by day or week. Over Pastime Service examiner), 26 Continental Bldg.,
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch,
Washington, D. C.
Theater. 811V West Oen'.ral.
with board. 1686 East Central.
BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR RENT Sleeping poroh with board FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
SALE Oarage,
best location in
PERSONAL
rooms In modern home. Apply to Mrs.
ana room, garage. 623 South High.
town, phono 879.
628 North Second.
GOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping porcu, Fred Ham,
t'OR BALE Small grocery store, doing
rront room; no sick. 1027 Forrester. FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room, VIBITINO BARBER. Phone SOIOJ.
1202
good
business;
cheap rent,
family; ladles only. BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-North Arno.
FOR RENT Room with
614 718modern, private
board.
South Walter, phone 1669-North Sixth; quiet home. Phone In
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private en- DO YOU C.WANT TO LEARN SPANISH? WANTED To take charge of and manhouse.
Ad
age rooming house for salary.
ESPINOSA, No. I, WMtlng
trance; adjoining bath; to employed oEEJ J.
t'OR RENT Clean newly furnished bed
dress J. 8., care Journal.
pnone &5,
Dunaing.
no sick. 816 South Seventh.
218 North man;
room; also good meals.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished wuulu be WILLING to share expense FOR BALE One of the beet buainsss
Walter.
with salesman having auto making
properties In Albuquerque, ill South
for light housekeeping; no sick or
FOR RENT Room
ana ojard. wltn small
Gallup, Socorro or
Santa Fe. Phone First street. Inquire at Savoy Botel of.
children. 603 North Fourth.
first-cla1982-floe.
410
401
board.
West Lead.
sleeping porch;
eteam
FOR RENT Attractive
office,
East Central.
FOR SALE Photographic atudlo, good
and water furnished.
heat, light
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms with
location In Albuquerque; will eacriflce
PHRKNOLOOIBT
postoffloe.
Wright
building,
opposite
first-clas- s
1327-for
RIDB
table board. Phone
10 UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, 112
quick Bale; reasons for selling, have
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
110 South Arno.
soutn Cornell avenue, nave your head, ether business. Address
'
the
by
day,
apartments,
housekeeping
face and hand head, Sara M. Jones, FOR SALE Rooming house, nine rooms,
MIRAMONTES
ON THE MESA
week or month.
602H West Central.
phone 2188-J- .
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
furnished. In good condition; long
FOR RENT One
desirable room In a
rnone sfuu-j- i.
lease; a profitable Investment. Address
home, cloee Ins employed gen
private
M.
WHAT WORRIES TOUT
C care Journal.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location l'ir tleman preferred; no sick. 807 West Oold.
LEARN to make things com four way. FOR SALE Established
grocery busihealtheeekers; few reservations Bow
FOR RENT Nice larga room In modern
in love, neaitn or money; no long, teal
ness, In good residential district, In
available. Phone 2238-oue
to
convenient
home,
now.
furnace
lessons,
but
need
what
you
lust
meals;
Fourth ward; reason for selling, sickness
REAL HOMB for health-seeke- r;
private heat Room vacant Sept. 20 101 South Just aend your blrthdate and your free- In family.
For particulars address post- women Arno.
family; University Heights;
will offering.
Prof. Coffman, Dlv. J.. office box 214.
Mrs.
care
Journal.
J.,
preferred.
Well furnished room con 1224 North Second street, Albuquerque. A TWO-S- I ORY BRICK rooming house
RENT
FOR
GRAND VIEW RANCH
New Mexico.
necting bath, furnace heat; lady embetween buslnesa center and railroad
THIS place to recuperate; modern acno sick, 2S5 North
ployed preferred;
corner lot; 16 rooms,
shops, .on
commodation.
Phone 2407-RCARPENTERING
High.
10 of them furnished;
a money maker;
FOR RENT Room and Bleeping poroh, FOR
and furniture only
for
lot
modern
RENT Two
house,
price
PETTIFORD
TUB ODD JOB MANr
with board tor convalescents; gentleP. O. Box
near high
Address
rooms for housekeeping,
88,800; part terms.
Any kind of work.' Phono 1678-men only; private home,
phone 9148-466. City.
208
school; no sick. Phone 1880-WANTED
Odd
Jobs
RENT
palntNice rooms with sleeping North Arno.
FOR
oarpenterlng,
Ing and roof repairing. Phone 14S6-porches with board, for convalescents. FOR RENT Clean,
comfortable, light
HOUSE OR
Mrs. Reed, (II South Broadway, phone
ROOF PAINTlW;
and airy furnished rooms; reasonable fOR
first-cla626.
reasonable prloee.
work;
rates; one block from Banta Fe shops.
embroidering
tailoring. Beading and
George T. Brown, 1020 South Broadway.
DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING PORCU and 820 South Third.
Phnne 761-specialty.
bedroom, with board. In furnace-heate- d
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms tor FOR"
acoordlon, side and box,
RENT Office Rooma PLEATING,
home; reasonable; also table board.
816
light housekeeping; also one furnished
mall ordera
N. Crane,
North
1430 East Sliver.
room for sleeping. Call 1727 West CenPhono 1428-FOR RENT Office 'rooms,' over Wooi- - Seventh! Crane Apartmente, phone 8)4.
1749-GOOD MOWS FOR HEALTHSEKKEUX tral, phone
worth's, 19Uj West Central.
SPECIALTY In baby clothes and school
g FOR
We will reduce our rates, September LOOK I
Large front furnished
RENT Office rooms; beat and
olothst; also lining and mending ladles'
or sleeping room, private enabove Matson's store. Central slid gentlemen's clothes. Mrs. Davis, Hi
water;
II, to lux and 6S per month; modern
accommodations and first-claboard trance, clean, comfortable; no alck. 211- avenue.
Inquire J. Korber's Auto de West Iron.
with nurse seivlce; make reservations West Marquette.
partment.
HEMSTITCHING and all kinds of
now. Cam de Oro, 613 West Gold.
room, north,
FOR RENT High-clas- s
pleating and braiding done at the
south and east exposure; south sleep FOR7hENT--Mlscllne- ou
Williams
Millinery, oorner Broadway and
FOR UJI1ALTHSEEKERS
furnished Ing porch; private home In best resi
Gold,
phnne 1078- - W.
rooms with sleeping oorchsa'hot and dential
OH HENT
Planua
Phone lao
district. Phone svo,
:
oold running water la each room, steam
MONEY TO
WBOJUvVoHTM Newly
furnished, nice FOR RENT Oarage. 628 North Thirl
h( at, exoellent board, tray service, fall
eleaa rooms and housekeeping apart- FOR RENT Newly deenratedtatore room. MONeV to loan on iurnliure, "automo-blle- a
belle, large sua bath house; trained nuree
616 West Central.
28x78 feet.
by day, week or month. Reduced
and real estate. Address Loan,
in attendance, prices reasonable,
Oaaa ments,
summer rates. Ill South Thlid.
FOR
de Oro, (09 and 611 West Oold.
room; iSxJol ears Journal,
RENT
rOR RENT Unfurnished, two dealrable
plenty light; very desirable for school, MONEY TO LOAN On
atones, dia
THE ALAMOGORDO
SANITARIUM
at
rooms, with glassed-i- n
or olub room, lis West Central.
sleeping rooms
monds, guns and everything valuable
now has and garages light and water paid; ne lodge
Alamogordo, New Mexico,
Mr.
813
B,
South
First.
Marcus,
room for twenty more tubercular patients.
sick; bo children; rent reasonable. 1011
WANTED Salesmen
HONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
taeai location, close to nature. Grad- North
Second.
uate nurses.
aad (Old Jewelry; liberal, reliable, eon,
WANTED
Rates, Including board,
Representative of good char. IdcntlaL
Gottlieb A Beer. 106 North Flrei
medical attention and general nursing. FOR RENT Large room with small
acter, honest and willing to work;
120 per week.
room adjoining, bath, large screened must furnish bond and own car; would CONFIDENTIAL loans on
For reservations write
Jewelry, diato
L.
the Manager, H.
Immediately
sleeping porch, private entrance; suit- consider man with experience In genmonds, watches, Liberty Bonds, pianos,
Hoover,
New able for two gentlemen.
Mrs. A. eral store.- - The Vltts Manufaoturing Co, automobiles.
Phone
Sanitarium,
Alamogordo,
Lowest ratee. Rnthmaii'e,
'
Mexican
B. Hall, 721 East Oold. phont J271-117 Bouts First.
Pueblo, Colo,
Bonded to lbs stata
FOR

Wa have been requested by the
owner to push the ale of this
modern home. This
means we want an offer, Don't
overlook thia opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and plentr of porches.
Let us show you, then make your
offer.

J.

rooms, bnth,
sleeping porches, 1 screened
porch, Ga, Lights, Water, Concrete walks. Trees, Lot 38x142.
This house Is available NOW,
make a reasonable first payment and move in. Then $50.00
per month Including Interest
Call us f jr appointment.
jjIECKalANN ntiALTT CO.
5

BUYING

FOR RENT Furnished
brick
house.
Phone 2272-FOR RENT Four-roofurnished modern bungalow. Inquire 913 North

m

Gold...

OPPOSITE CITY PARK

n,

SHELLEY REALTY CO,

Has three apple trees, two shade
trees, cherry
trees,
alfalfa. In
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only 1650.
20 cash,
then flO per month. A savings account and Investment.
LE VERETT-- A PF & CO.
Phone 649 to Seo It.

FOR RENT

AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR INVESTORS! I I I
$4,500., Central Ave close-i4 room's, glassed
sleeping
porch, modern, pressed brick.
Terms.
18,000.00, Central Ave., paying
IS 8 per cent.
The initial
payments Is all the money
as the rents will take care
of the payments.
If you have property to sell,
list It with us.
We get results.

INVESTMENT,
Seven-roo-

228 XV.

J?

Houses

FOR SALE

SHELLEY'S BULLETIN

A NICE HOME. Five
large 'basement, garage,
This Is a new house,
really a good buy.
cash; balance terms.
TO LOAN, $2,500.
Shelley sells 'em.

A HOMEY HOME
Four large rooms, sleeping porch
to accommodate three beds; a fine
lot, 100-f- t. front; large shade trees,

BEFORE

Third.

fea-ture- s,

Z

Loans and Insurance.
Phone 807-210 W. Gold.

HO S.

HERE'8

IDEAL HOME,
consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porch, large screened
steam heating plant built-i- porches,

J.

$70.00

J!

rlp-ht-

II AN CHICS.

We haifsvaome very fine ranchet
close in, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If In the mar-

r

FOR SALE

Five hundred shares of City
Blectrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R.
N. T. Armljo building.

L. Bust,

RddV AND Ift6N PAINll.
Root Koter: Roof Cement, etops leaks.
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Paint; Valspar Enamels, tor automobiles;
Homestead
Floor Paint.
Satisfaction
assured, Thos. F. Ksleher Leather Co,
408 West Central, phone 1057-USE VELVA

FOR SALE
FOR
FOR
of
FOR

SALE

Milk

Liyetlwiir

Phone S408-RSALE A large number of all klnui
rabbits. 818 West Orand.
SALE Twu tresn milk cows, itit
South Broadway.
Oeorge Blake.
FOR SALE Saddle, buggy and work
828
to 175. E. N. Wilson.
horses,
south of town. Phone f415-RFOR SALE Young pigo and two pure
bred Duroo-Jerss- y
boars; will furnish
pedigree for one; may be seen at C. W.
Hunter s Ranch, four miles north of Old
Town, on Rio Grande boulevard. Ad
dress Albuquerque, general
delivery.
Phone 2409-HCOWS.

WANTED Watches, clocks and jewelry
to repair, 117 South First, phone 917-Brassfleld, the Watch Man.
WANTED
Party to live on and care for
small ranch: no rent. Inquire L. Dillingham, Bernalillo, N. M.
WELDING AND CUTTING ot metals;
also welders' supplies and oarblda for
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-MAX BARGAIN STOHB, at 318 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture. Phone 888,
BETTER KODAK FINISHING It Is
better.
Return postage paid on mall
orders. The Barnura Studio. 21914 West
Central. Albuquerque, N. M.
HIOHEBT cash price paid for secondhand bicycles. Bring us your old wheels
and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad-In- g
Co.. 820 South Second, phone 738.
RUG

CLEA NERS

MATTRESSES renovated. 33.80 and op,
furnltura repaired and packed, stoves
repaired. Ervln Bedding Co.. phone 471,
FURNITURE repairing, upholstering, ted
and picture frames, bronzing, enameling, car cushions, hall cushions.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
J. H. Austin, 1201
North First, phnne 1270-WANTED
Carerul 'Kodak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Hsnna. Master Ph"t.grsshera.
WANTED
84.6U0
at a per cent, from"
two to. five years, on the following
described property:
One
brick
good
business house, new, rents for ISO per
month,- - worth 13,500; one residence, occupied by owner, worth 11.000; 480 acres
land In four miles Ft. Sumner, worth
12.880; total value,
Abstracts
J1,n0.
wltlr all property.
Individual
money
wanted. Address Box 04, Ft. Sumner, N.

TIME

CARDS"

SB
WI1S1UOU.ND

FCJ

SAyb-Pou,tryE.-

rg

Train.

Dally.
Arrive.
pm
am
am
am

T:30
No. 1 The
WILL BUY poultry ot all kinds, paying No. I Calif. Scout....
Ltmlted.l0:4
good price for turkeys; will call for No. 7
11:10
Fast...
Fargu
them.
The Albuquerque Poultry Co., No. I The
Navajo.. 13:4
817 South Arno.
phone 85S-BOUTH BOUND.
No. 18 El Paso Exp.
no. 17 El Paso Exp.
BASTBOUND.
MACHINES
SEWING
repairs.
cleaned; parts and supplies for all No. I Ths Navajo., 1:16
4
So.
Limited 8:00
Calif.
all
H.
work
C
makes;
guaranteed.
Morebead, phono 718, 420 Weat Lead. No. I 8. P. Bight.. 1:11
No. 10 The Scout
1:20
FROM SOOTH.

SEWING MACHINES

...

SPECIAL NOTICE

l

Depart

1:10
11:18
11:48
1:1

pnt
am
am
ana

10:18 pm
11:38 am

pm 1:48 pra
pm 8:40 urn
pm 8:00 pro
am ,I:(0

in

From El Paso 8 38 pm '
wht cam eave you money wn eieoinoaj
From El Paso 1:80 am
No. 80 connects at Belea with Na. 11
servtc. Can up sad get our estimate.
for Clovls. Peoos Valley, Kansas City sad
Gulf Coast.
QILDIRSLEEVB ELECTRIC CO.
No. 19 connects at Belen with No. 11
BN'OINEBRS
AND CONTRACTORS
from Clovts and points east and south
1710 West Central, pnons 1710-- J,
of CJovls.
NO.
No. 80

M

B

SQUASHES

The first Winter Squashes from the mountains arc In. Golden
",r,t!
i
Hubbard, pound
They will weigh from 10 to 25 pounds eoeh, but we will cut
Uicm and gjvs you just as much as you want.

'.

;;!'"c'

lic

Coal and South Walter
676
Fbone

be built into tho Ci'ba country, was
indicated last night upon the return of Sidney Weil, promoter of
the road, from a trip to Bernalillo.
Mr. Weil stated: "It looks as if
Bernalillo is going to refuse a gift
upon a silver "platter."
At a meeting yesterday, Mr. Weil
presented tho proposition of the
railroad, Hating that no bonuae3
were asked, merely that right of
way be grantee across the lands.
This request met with some hostility, a few of the land owners
fecjiog that ihe people of the town
should buy their affected lands
and then donate the narrow strip's
to the railroad.
Mr. Well insisted that the benefits more than offset the slight loss
in acreage and this view was also
Some
urged by Father Lammeit.
people expressed a view that they
didn't want tho railroad to entjr
the town at all.
The affected districts inside the
town were not belligerent; It was
largely people outside of town. al-In
fair instances, the road crosses and
falfa land, but the Santa Ft
Northwestern feels that the benefits
to adjoining acreage will offset any
losses of ground sustained by the
owner in granting right of way.
Curiously, it appears that hisIt is
tory is repeating Itself.
claimed that forty years ago, Bernalillo was offered a division point
for tho Santa Fe if it would give
The
up depot and shop grounds.
and the division
town refused
to
Albuquerque
point was moved
where Now Town was started.
Bernalillo
Had
accepted the
Santa Fe and Northwestern railroad, it would probably have received' a, lumber mill of .250,000
board feets capacity, a news print
paper mill, a furniture factory, a
sash and door factory, a shingles
mill and a box factory, as well
the office arrangements for handling 6,000 toii3 if coal a day.

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

LET'S GO

T0PflY

PUSTtiljE
AIR COOLED.

11

The Story of a Girl Who Looked Ahead.
Latest News, and Harold Lloyd in His
Comedy, "Haunted Spooks."

Also,

sr

Regular Admission.

-

mmmmmmmmm

1

I

LOCAL ITEMS

ONLY $8!

fhona 4 anil 6
Mnmiiv Co
Mineral LodKe No. 4, Knights nf

X

toPythias, will meet at 8 o'clock
will be
night. The rank of knight
conferred on a class of candidates.ot
13
M. Brittian, Jr., manager
the Paulin Motor Car company.:
has returned from a business trip
to Clovis.
E Kauffman, merchant of Uucumcari, has spent tlio past oweek
hi1;
in Albmiuerque as the guest
L. Heyman.
. brother-in-law- ,
lo;iu
Four dollars, full wagon
limited amount
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 81.
tele-There are undelivered
for Miss,
grams at Western Union
rann,
Dorothy Anderson, Nell Lofrano
Mrs. F. E. Dudley, Tony
and Cyril Holland.
Moni-so- n
Jay O'Connor and J. A.as local
have been appointed
Tailoring
agents for the A. Nnsh O
and
company of Cincinnati, 114 , South
have opened a shop at
Second street.
Hugh A. Carlisle post of tho
American Legion will meet at the
armorv at 8 o'clock tonight.
B H. Briggs this city, stopped
at tho Hotel Clark when In Los
Angeles last week.
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
Ethel Seybald and Mrs. Edgar
L. McCartney, both of this city,
were among arrivals last week nt
the popular Hotel Rosslyn of Los
Angeles.
-i

Knsy

i

1

PRESBYTERIAN

5

OD

CLOSES

One ot the most successful synod
ical meetings ever held in the state
will
, by the Presbyterian churches
- close
today with a short business
will
ministers
'meeting. The visiting
leave today for their homes in the
"various parts of the slate.
Yesterday was a busy day with
church services in the morning and
.' evening and with the dedication of
-the new building at the Menaul
school In the afternoon. The chief
;
speaker at the dedication service!
; was the Rev. Hugh A. Cooper. Br.
- W. S.
Holt, of Philadelphia, filled
' the
pulpit in the morning and talks
were made in the evening by JJr
I Duncan and Dr. Caughey.
Presbyterian
A report on the
'sanltorium here which was made
Rev.
Son Saturday by the
Hugh A.
; Cooper stated that the pastof year
the
was the best in the history
"'institution.
The annual income of
about
$100,000,
:the sanltorium is
net
; according to the report, the
to im- is
which
applied
of
profits
provement of the plant. During the
past year 695 patients have been
; treated. The propertyMnvestment
"is $162,000 with $144,000 in addl- -tional investments and improvements.
...
--

.;'

'

v

Theaters Today

; "IV Theater Repeating today
Mystery
Jfor the last time "TheParamount
Road," a powerful
an
I drama, supported by
least; also ana addedt, attraction,
western
City."
j'Plzen
drama complete, and a reel of
i "Current Events."
Lyric Tlicnter Repeating today
the First National
attraction,
"Peck's Bad Boy," starring Jackie
Coogan, who also starred in "Tho
also a Cayety
comedy,
;Kid";
"Sweet Revenge."
J
Pastime Thcntcr Elaine Ham- merstein starring in "The Point of
View," a story of a girl who looked
'.ahead; also a comedy by HaroldJ Lloyd, "Haunted Spooks," and Latest News.
all-st-

two-par-

;

NOTICE.
our
accorded
The recognition
school brings to ub innumerable
1calls for office workers, which we
; are unable to fill.
Every graduate is employed Inarea
', superior position.
Others who
'efficient register with our em- ployment department.
- WESTERN
SCHOOL
FOR PRIVATE SECRETARIES..
;
Phone S01-J.

GENTRY'S F.GGS.
At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose.
Skinner's, Ideal and Pappc's. Price
65 cents.

.

Music and Jewelry Store
Phone

117 b. First St.

PRIME

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939,

017--

d

160 Registered Hereford Cattle
60 Cows, with calves at side
ld
33
Helters.
29 Yearling Heifers.
Forty head of the above art

Double Standard

Polled

Here-fords-

THEATRE

.

48 Yearling and
Bulls.
These cattle are on my ranch
ten miles north of Maxwell, Colfax County, N. M.. and art
priced to sell.
GEORGE T. LAMBERT
Raton, N. Mex.

POULTRY
Barred Rocks and "Rhode Island fryers, 35c pound.
Large
fat hens, 28c.
Pullets, 35c.
White Leghorn hens, $1.25 each.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Mrs. M. A. SKEES
915 North Second. Phone 1815-- J
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Just llnished
modern,
press brick and new
in
Both
modern except heat.
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
completing. Call at
821 .VEST SILVER.

W:EC

tt9F

five-roo-

MEETING

A

G. E.

,m

FOR SALE

Busi-

From
Inter-

WHITE GARAGE

Fletcher

Boundaries of Twenty-FirDistrict May Be Changed
to Take in Arizona and
Part of Texas.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind

st

We pay the freight to you

4

The Army and Navy
Store

x

OFFERS

y

YOD

$2.50
Army Cots
Second - Hand Russet and
fob Nail Shies. .$1.50 and $2.25
Woolen Breeches
$2.00
tChakl Breeches
$1.00
Spiral end Canvas Leg- 75i

;ins

Full Line Tarpaulir.s and Tents

Army & Navy Store
South

32K

We Specialize

A, PAUL POWELL,
PRODUCTION

in Watch Repairing
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
215 South Second St.

First St.

in ' All
Best Training
Commercial Subjects.
Western
School for Private
Phone 901-- J
Secretaries.
and Evening
Day. Half-da- y
Sessions.

The

vith David

ADDED ATTRACTION

Western

Beautiful home or good
Investment.
Threa blocks from
two-stor- y
eight-roopustotflce,
house,
very large sleeping- porch,
colonial interior, white and mahogany
flnluh, beautiful stairway and reception hall. For particulars call 111
West Quid, 12 to lp.ni.
TOK SALE

J

i

Flats Covering Half a Block
Fronting On Fifth Streets,
Purchased From Henry
Huning.

The Anson apartments, including
eight sections of ix rooms and
bath each and occupying a frontage of half the block between Slate
and Marble avenues on North
Fifth street, were sold Saturday by
Henry Huning to Mrs. John Baron
unBurg. The consideration, while disderstood to bo large, was not
closed.
Tho property is one of the largest brick residence structures in
the city, having been built about
the
eight years ago and is one of conmost modern type, having all
full
plants,
veniences, heating
and ample
basements, laundries
be
will
The
property
porches.
hereafter known as the Burg
apartments, and will be held by
the present owner as an investment.
C1TT ET.KCTKIC SHOE SHOP
813 South Second.
I'hone 507-Free Coll and Delivery.
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"PIZEH CITY"
"Current Events"

4

Phones

TufatfrI
m
i hi

5

m

Trucks Bring: Comfort to Your Home

Let Our

CONTINUOUS

ALORI C

25 Cents
Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phono 542.

you.

o

i? t?

i

401

r,IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE
F$rst ncC Copper Phone 74

l-

-

CERR1LL0S

GALLUP

Storage.

Per Month.

We Have Provided for Tour Comfort and Pleasure
DEPENDABLE FUELS
DEPENDABLE SERVICE
DEPENDABLE SUPPLY
Phone Your Requirements.

North First.

feet from Central Avenue.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry-

45

II AIM COAL CO., PHONE 91
WOOD
COKE

Herbert C. Schultr,
JEWELER.
107 So. Fourth Street.
3rd door north of Postofflca.

THE ALAMOGORDO

Now Has Room for Twenty More

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrlvesd in Santa Fe. , .10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives in Albuquerque 7:30

Phone

600

SANITARIUM

At Alamogordo, New Mexico

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

CANTILE CO.
SHIPPERS OF
HAY AND
ALFALFA

they will not obligate you in any way.

Kaabe&Maugbr.
IT'

STAGE

Los Lunas, N. M.

,

Call today

in. to 8 p. in.
ami imnii.

I tin nlm
a i

5.00

HUNING MER-

-

v

one-ha- lf

one-thir-

AT

Automobiles

To replace that broken window
glnss. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 Nortb First
Phone 421.

Your Trunk Hauled for

Heats from one to 18 rooms through only one regd
to
ister. Easily installed. Saves
of your fuel bill. This Is the chance to have the
factory man go over your heating problems with

WANT
for

Let U Send a Man

We Are on the Job

THE ORIGINAL PATENTED
PIPELESS FURNACE.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
T7

Tubercular Patients
Close to Nature
Ideal Location '
Graduate Nurses

am
sm
pm
pm

IJ0

Rates, including board, medical attention and. general nursing,

TAXI
SINGER
Office

i

$20.00 per Week

to the manager,
write immediately
reservations,
H. L. Hoover. Sanitarium, Alamogordo, New Mexico.

For

Singer Cigar Store,
210 West Central

,

,

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed.'
Opposite
122 S. 4th St.

AIul-tipl-

NOTICE
Our Store will be closed
Monday morning until, npon on
a
account funeral of Mrs.
Palladino.
Filo-riien-

Mateucci

&

Palladino

TO 11 P. M.

i

CAFETERIA

n

1

Don't fail to see the

BRACY'S

.1

y

Qa

THREE MORE DAYS

,

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
e
Removed.
Permanently
Needle Method.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN,
Electric Needle Specialist,
Art Aseptic Beauty
Parlor,
411 East Central Phone 973--

Complete in Two Parts

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY

s

7 n.

Powell
QicturQ

(2 (paramount

If you want
The very best on the market.
fuel
from
the
satisfaction buy your

WALL T1T1M) and a'l
kinds ot painting call WRIGHT
I'hone 1342-W- .

Open from
Corner

L

REGULAR PRICES

Kill

i:.T

tt -

V

famous Players Lasky
British Producers, Lt4.

s

REPAIRING

,.,,

A

warn

SECURE

oiii

-.l

J.

.

tinm

res-den-

e,

803--

';

is

--

Kenneth J. Baldridge and O, I.
Lewis, representatives of the Albuquerque Rotary club, have returned from Denver, where they
attended a meeting of the club executives from District 21. It was
a 100 per cent meeting as each of
clubs in. the district
the twenty-siA
prowas represented.
gram was crowded full of important discussions.
The next district conference is
to bo held at Greeley, Colo., on
March 23 and 24. This conference
is prior to the convention of International Rotary at Los Angeles
on June 4 to 9 and is for the purpose of preparing the Rocky mountain district and Its delegates for
F. B.
the international meeting.
Choate of the Union Pacific railway was appointed chairman of
the transnorlntion committee for
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
and there sro Inrtioi-tiontho
ibat the rttendance from
MAESTA8 The funeral of Mar- "21" will
be Irrse.
who died Friday
tina Muestas,
renort that
The
morning at her residence on North
of !:;! ry to hi in::
Arno street, was held yesternw
'"nal o'flc.'.M
Internal
plami"d by
afternoon from the residence. Bur- It
beii"f nt Denver that 'i!
was
ial was at Santa Barbara cemetery. this Is the
done the twenty-firs- t
Crollott was in charge.
to ma'a
will be
Colorado
Sprints the northern
SEDILLO Funeral of Juan
a territory which wU
infant son ot Mr. and Mrs. boundaryas offar south
as El Paso,
Francisco Sedillo, was held yester- extend in the western portion of
residence. taking
day afternoon from the
Arizona.
'all
of
and
Texas
Burial was at Santa Barbara cemTho delegates were cntertalno"
etery. Crollott was in charge.
hy the Denver Rotarians. particuby trips to points of lntereM
Ophelia Apodaca larly
APODACA
In and around tho city.
at
her
morning
died Saturday
She is survived
in Alainc.Vi.
GARY PPVS STEL PLANT.
who
2 5.
by two sixers and one brother,
K. H
Mexico City. Sept.
Calitornia.
from
arrived yesterday
chairman of tho board m'l
Funeral arrangements will be made Cary,
directors! of the I'nited States S!o-today. Crollottjs in charge.
corporation, prior to his
enRomero, from Mexico City Thurrd'iy,
Josefita
ROMERO
the purAmador tered into nrgnttitionn forIron
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
an
daughter
chase of tho Monterey
Romero, died yesterday afternoon
is Steel Foundry company's property,
at her parents' residence. andSheone
In
tho
republic,
among the Invert
survived by her parents
according to Kxc.L ior.
sister. Funeral arrangements have
m
not yet been made, crouou is
charge.
V,.
WATCH
CHAVEZ Miss Merceditas
Mrs
and
Mr.
of
Must Moot flu IJ!:I RernilrriiH-iit- '
Chavez, daughter
M., i.i;
of the Santa lo Time Service
J. D. Chavez, of Armijo, N.
in
Arm.i
homo
vesterday at her are
to bo held to- licpartmcnt. VANN
Funeral services
are in cnurso.
Sons
and
Garcia
day.
Inspector, Santa Fc R'y

Private funeral services will be
held for David Welller, manager of
branch of the
tho Albuquerque
Ch'irles Ilfeld company at the
1120 West Tijeras avenue at
Inter3
o'clock thi3 afternoon.
ment is to be made in the B'nai FUNERAL0F MRS. F.
U'rith cemetery.
PALLADIN0 TO BE AT
The body of Mr. Welller wa
brought from Las Veghs Sunday,
10 O'CLOCK TODAY
o'clock.
reaching the city at 1...7:30
fUnHlna l!
i was
,
for Mrs. Fllo
inui .,,.
tela, icuis l. jiieiu, minu . ni
feld and Herman Ilfeld, all of Lis;mena. Paiiamno,
to be held at the Church
Vegas, and Charles Doll, manager street, are
at
of the Santa Fe store of the Ilfeld of the Immaculate Conception
There
morning.
10 o'clock this
company.
Santa Barbara
Strong Brothers are in charge 01 will be interment in
cemetery.
the funeral.
Mrs. Palladino, who died Saturand
day morning, was 74 years old
had been a resident of Albuquere
thirty-fivpast
que for the
years. She was the widow of a pioot
the
city, her
neer contractor
husband having built the Chambuilding and
ber of Commerce
OF ANSON other
large structures. ,
survived
is
She
by three sons,
Horaco of Denver and Mike and
Nick of Albuquerque, and by a
daughter. Mrs. I Gradi of Tuscany, Italy.

Phone

.i7.l
w.

Practically new Ford Roadster
run less than 400 miles. Has
starter, shock absorbers and extra tire. See it at

HELD INDENIIER

two-da-

WAY!

FOR SALE

six-roo- m

FROM

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY

Upholstered
davenport and
fireside chair; three upholstered
parlor chairs; Stcinway upright piano: or.o parlor cabinet; three parlor tables; curtains; drapes velour, portiers;
one standard sewing machine.
Phone 318, Mrs. Grunsfeld.

m

ROTABIMCK

LAST TIME TODAY

o,

DftllDJI EILLER

Taxi & Baggage

O

rM;-trl-

TO BE HELD FOR

158

Tickets ot six baths, including
body massage, far $10, for balance of this month. Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TEKRV DEAMER, Prop.
W. Central.
508
Phone 885--

d

Fill

Body of Albuquerque
ness Man Brought

Medicated Turkish Bath

Although a special Sunday show
was staged by tho rodeo promoters
in an effort to make their enter-priHbreak even, the crowd which
turned out was disappointingly
small and not much money was realized. It was stated-lus- t
evening
thrtt the Tucumeuri men, Garrett
the
and Woolsey, who staged
rodeo,
probably lost some money on the
venture,
although the disabled
Soldiers' league made a handsome
profit.
By tho terms of tho contract
given tho league, they received a
fourth of the gross revenue. This
protected them, should any loss occur. As a result, the leaguo wiil
have a substantial fund with whicn
to defray expenses at the national
convention here.

di'-in-

Roth man's

Las Vegas Sunday;
ment Here.

SESSION HERE

:I

If You Wish
Charged.

Payments

No Interest

,

PROMOTERS LOSE

That Bernalillo
may lose its
chance to bo the tetminal for the
lower end of the Santa Pe and
Northwestern railroad which is to

ROBERT JONES

IM-MM-

Girl or elderly lady to care for
two children. Rear of
712 WEST LEAD.

SUNDAY:

ROD Efl

Land Owners Outside of
Town Block Grant of Right
of Way; History Is Repeating Itself- -

CRESCENT GROCERY

,

TERMINAL

FOR SALE

WANTED

ld

p;

(Supply is Limited)
Quinces from California, lb
Tokay Grapes, lb

815 Marble Avenue
Phone

CHOWD AT

OFNEWRAILRDAD

net
Box of
Less quantity, per lb

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

MY

FRNALILLQ
LOSE

Cling Peaches This

-

September 26, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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COAL-- -

ATTENTJON
Liberty Army Store,
117 N. First.
Navy Blankets, new.
Army Fiein Shoes
0. D.
D.

O.

Breec-ic-

s

Shirts

Army Cots
Officers' Raincoats

,

$3.50

I

$2.00
$1.23
$2.50

f

'......$7.50

PROMPT ATTENTION TO
MAIL ORDERS.

V

exposed to the weather becomes slack and loses a
Order your coal from
large amount of its beating quality.
us and get it direct from the cars or from weatherproof bins.
You will soon see the saving In your fuel bills.

GALLUP,

SUGARITE, SWASTIKA,
All Size

BRILLIANT

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY,
Phone 35.

Don't have to 'ell yon about this.
T.pii va vnn

rti fmnir!m

nnrl

HOC

all the Joy liicklH Cnognn Rets
out nf the pranks that have
tickled a nation.

5 GREAT REELS

When-

I.H."

!9aJ MOEO

Added Attraction: "SWEET
A GAYETY COMEDY

11

X

Prices: Matinee Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
Night (6 to 11) Adults GSc; Children 15c "i
;
Including Tax.

Advanced
.

E.EE

